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14 The performance of the protected stair and
lobbies

14.1 Purpose of this Section 14

14.1.1 In this section I present my analysis of the performance of the single escape
stair and its protected lobbies, based on two sources of evidence.

14.1.2 The first was the evidence I found from my own post-fire site inspections in
Grenfell Tower. I carried out these inspections at the start of my work for the
Public Inquiry, with a team of fire and systems experts from Arup acting
under my supervision.

14.1.3 The second source of evidence is from the London Fire Brigade witness
statements provided to me. I have provided a reference where I refer to the
contents of a witness statement. I have been provided with two types of
statement from firefighters: formal witness statements and contemporaneous
notes prepared after the fire. By way of shorthand in this section (and
elsewhere in my report), I refer to both as firefighter witness statements.

14.1.4 It is likely that more London Fire Brigade witness statements will become
available in due course and, to the extent that it becomes necessary to do so, I
will revise and update my work at a later stage.

14.1.5 A very important piece of evidence I have not referred to here, is from the
residents of Grenfell Tower. I expect to update my work and narrow down
timings regarding escape and rescue substantially, once these are made
available to me as reference data. I am particularly interested in the hour
between 01:40 and 02:40am: the time when conditions in the stair appear to
have greatly deteriorated until the time the formal Stay Put guidance was
ended. I intend to update this analysis then.

14.1.6 I also refer to the Metropolitan Police data provided to me regarding the time
each resident left the Grenfell Tower; as well as the location of the deceased
residents of the Grenfell Tower, relative to their own flat. I have relied on
this data for the sole purpose of understanding movement within the single
escape stair and lobbies only.

14.1.7 I was not present in the Grenfell Tower during the fire, and so I provide what
is a technical assessment as I have been able to derive it. However, I want to
take this opportunity, before I present my technical assessment, to emphasise
how harrowing the available descriptions of conditions in the stairs and the
lobbies are.

14.1.8 It is my opinion that the conditions of the stairs and lobbies would have
created intense fear amongst the residents which is likely to have affected the
ability of many of them to leave their flat and descend the stair, even when
they were eventually instructed to do so.
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14.1.9 It is my opinion that the conditions created difficult, and at times life
threatening conditions, for London Fire Brigade (LFB). The conditions
greatly restricted their ability to implement any kind of firefighting once the
fire spread beyond Flat 16. I have explained in Section 3 how early
suppression of a fire - the "Defend in Place" firefighting tactic - is a critical
component for any Stay Put strategy.

14.1.10 The scale of fire spread externally created a speed and scale of internal
flashover fires that became unmanageable from an active firefighting
perspective. Those fires posed a serious risk to the lives of all occupants of
the Grenfell Tower — residents and firefighters.

14.1.11 Rescue became and remained the priority throughout the night. However, an
another consequence of the conditions of the stair and its lobbies, was how it
impacted LFB's ability to exercise what I understand to be their formal rescue
processes; and how it impacted their ability to exercise informal rescue (by
which I mean in breach of their own standard processes). There is evidence
of these informal rescue attempts throughout the fire. The detail of these
firefighting and firefighter rescue matters are the subject of expert evidence
by others at a later stage in this Public Inquiry.

14.1.12 It is necessary for me to piece together the evidence I have available, from a
variety of sources, to provide a complete picture of conditions and to provide
expert opinion on it. However, this evidence was not available to decision
makers or residents on the night. Smoke spread occurred early in the fire, and
for some residents posed an early stage threat. For others this was not
initially the case. For many residents, getting to the stair meant passing
through what appeared to be life threatening conditions in the lobby, and
onwards into what appeared to be entirely unknown conditions on the stair.
The firefighters had breathing apparatus. The residents had nothing to aid
them.

14.1.13 There were other signals of danger to residents, and to firefighters, including
incapacitated or deceased residents in lobbies or the stairs, large quantities of
thick smoke impacting sight and breathing immediately outside flat entrance
doors, intense heat outside flat entrance doors, heat and smoke within the stair
itself; rapidly advancing fire and smoke entering flats from the outside, and
ultimately horrific and rapidly increasing numbers of fires for the residents to
attempt to escape away from, for the fire fighters to mitigate. At times there
were up to 100 fire survival guidance calls, each one requires an active rescue
plan.

14.1.14 An important topic also for investigation is residents who could not evacuate
without assistance (residents who could not walk down stairs). There was no
other facility available to them (this is dealt with in detail in Section 15, 16
and 18 of my report).

14.1.15 As I have explained in Section 3 of my report, the protected stair and lobbies
provided the only means of escape route for residents (excluding persons who
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could not use stairs) and the only means of access and safe place of work for
fire fighters.

14.1.16 In this Section 14 I will therefore analyse how the stairs and lobbies appear to
have performed during the fire. I will then explain the results of my analysis
of the fire safety provisions for Grenfell Tower in Section 15 - 18, and what
evidence I have found regarding their adequacy at this stage.

14.1.17 I will use my findings to make my preliminary explanation in Section 19 as to
how the stairs and the lobbies failed for the residents, and failed for the
firefighters.

14.1.18 The single stair and lobbies, and the fire safety provisions therein, were not
ever designed to create a safe escape route or safe working environment in a
whole building fire. The design approach for high rise residential buildings is
based on inhibiting that from occurring. However, because of the cladding
fire, a whole building fire occurred, and so the single escape stairs and its
lobbies became the single most important life safety feature. As I explain
further in later sections, I have considerable concern as to the standards of fire
safety provision in the lobbies and the stair, whilst acknowledging the
extreme hazard the cladding presented.

14.1.19 This Section 14 of my report should be read alongside the Critical Times
analysis I have presented in Section 13. It may help the reader to refer back
to those times and external conditions when reading this part of my report,
which focuses now on conditions within Grenfell Tower.

14.2 Purpose of protected stairs and lobbies in residential
buildings

14.2.1 Stair as means of escape

I 4.2.2 In a residential building using a Stay Put evacuation strategy, the stairs are
intended to be a protected space, or a "place of relative safety" (as described
by the statutory guidance Approved Document B (ADB), Section B1.v(b).
Section B1.ix of ADB 2013 states:

"Protected stairways are designed to provide virtually 'fire sterile' areas
which lead to places of safety outside the building. Once inside a protected
stairway, a person can be considered to be safe from immediate danger from
flame and smoke. They can then proceed to a place of safety at their own
pace. To enable this to be done, flames, smoke and gases must be excluded
from these escape routes, as far as is reasonably possible, by fire-resisting
structures or by an appropriate smoke control system, or by a combination of
both these methods."

14.2.3 The 1971 CP3 British Standard Code of Practice CP3: Chapter IV Part 1 Flats
and Maisonettes (in blocks over two storeys), and referred to as CP3 here on
in, which was relevant design guidance at the time of construction of Grenfell
Tower, provides a helpful explanation of the 3 stages of risk forming the basis
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of the Stay Put strategy and the active and passive systems provided to
support it in high rise blocks of flats. (See Section 3)

14.2.4 These are:

a) Stage 1 — the risk to the occupants of the dwelling in which the fire
originates;

b) Stage 2 — the risk to the occupants of the dwellings on the same floor of
the flat of fire origin, if smoke or fire should penetrate the common
corridor/lobby outside that flat;

c) Stage 3 — the risk to the occupants of dwellings on floors above the floor
of outbreak, if smoke or fire should penetrate the stair enclosure or the
escape route from the foot of the stair to open air.

14.2.5 In CP3 protection to the stair is provided by physical enclosure with fire
resisting construction and the use of ventilated lobby access to the stair. As
described in the Stage 3 risk above, these elements of protection are explicitly
provided to prevent smoke and fire from compromising the safe use of the
stair by occupants of the building on any floor above the fire floor: "in the
event that the fire is not extinguished early", (Section 2.4.2.2(2) of CP3
1971).

14.2.6 The protection provided to stairs in residential buildings is therefore intended
to:

a) Physically prevent the penetration of smoke and fire into the stair
enclosure by provision of fire resisting construction including the stair
door;

b) Prevent smoke from entering the stair by provision of fire resisting lobbies
(including the flat entrance door) and smoke ventilation systems; and so

c) Prevent the spread of fire and smoke blocking use of the protected stair for
residents above the fire floor.

14.2.7 The ability of residents to escape from Grenfell Tower was entirely dependent
upon the performance of the sole means of escape route provided to them
within the building.

14.2.8 The fire at Grenfell Tower was a multi storey external fire that caused a multi
storey internal fire.

14.2.9 Function of the stair for firefighting

14.2.10 All aspects of firefighting will be the subject of expert evidence at a later
stage in this Public Inquiry. I am referring to published guidance documents
only, to explain the typical role of a firefighting stair, for my own work.

14.2.11 The tactics used in the UK for fighting fires in high rise buildings are as
described in Fire and Rescue authority guidance (Fire and rescue Authorities
Operational Guidance, GRA 3.2: Fighting fires — in high rise buildings,
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2014), which I have summarised below. Please refer to Appendix H for more
details of these tactics.

14.2.12 Two crews will be dispatched towards the fire floor using the firefighting lift.
The crews will take the lift to the firefighting lobby two floors below the fire
floor, creating a protected Bridgehead.

14.2.13 A Bridgehead is defined in Fire and Rescue Manual: Volume 2 - Fire Service
operations - Incident Command, 3rd edition 2008 (Incident command
manual) as:

"A central and advanced control point where it is necessaly for BA (breathing
apparatus) to be started up at a distance from the original point of entry to a
risk area, whilst remaining in a safe air environment"

14.2.14 GRA 3.2: 2014 also states that:

"All personnel committed beyond the bridgehead must be wearing fill
personal protective equipment and respiratory protective equipment. The only
exception to this would be when the incident Commander has deemed it safe
for fire and rescue personnel to work above the bridgehead without
respiratory protective equipment."

14.2.15 Any ingress of smoke into a firefighting lobby or common residential lobby
prevents it from being used as a Bridgehead as it would no longer be a safe air
environment.

14.2.16 A fire-fighting lobby is contained within a fire-fighting shaft. It is enclosed by
fire resisting construction and fire resisting self-closing doors (fire doors). It
separates a firefighting stair from the rest of the storey it serves. ADB Section
17 makes provisions for the design of a fire-fighting lobby.

14.2.17 A common lobby is a space connecting one or more residential units to an
escape stair and/or firefighting stair. ADB Section 2 and Section 17 make
provision for the design of a common lobby.

14.2.18 Once the Bridgehead has been secured, the first crew will then use the stairs
to walk up to the floor below the fire floor, and set up for active firefighting in
the firefighting lobby. The first crew, with a charged hose, will walk up the
stairs to the fire floor. Therefore, it is assumed that the first crew is able to
approach the rising main outlet in a protected lobby below the fire, i.e. a
relatively safe place.

14.2.19 The second crew, acting as backup, will follow the first crew onto the fire
floor, and connect to the riser outlet in the lobby on that floor. The second
crew are tasked with protecting the firefighting lobby on the fire floor and
will always have a sufficient hose available to reach the primary crew if they
require assistance or become cut off from the firefighting lobby. As the first
crew advances onto the fire floor with a charged hose, they will be able to act
to create tenable conditions in the firefighting lobby on the fire floor (if
required) for the second team to approach the fire main outlet on the fire
floor.

14-5 Ove Arup & Partners Ltd
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14.2.20 These tactics have the following stated benefits in fighting fires in high rise
buildings:

a) Minimises use of breathing apparatus air supply to access the fire sector;
and

b) Reduces difficulty in manoeuvring charged hoses around comers in stairs
by minimising the number of stair flights being traversed.

14.2.21 As described below, the design of firefighting stairs in high rise buildings
therefore requires the provision of a smoke ventilation system to prevent
smoke entering the stair and are designed to take account of the need for fire
fighters to block open two stair doors with their hoses. These doors are the
stair door to the fire floor, and the stair door to the floor below the fire floor
where the first team connects to the rising main outlet.

14.2.22 The Incident Command manual also provides guidance on how tall buildings
should be broken into operational sectors, as shown in Figure 14.1.

Search Sector

Fire
Sector

Search Sector

Or "lobby Sector" if
this sector type is

activated

Fire
Sector

I 1g// 2 I High-rise tirc

Figure 14.1: Excerpt from Incident Command manual (p27)

14.2.23 This guide identifies the 3 following sector types on Page 27:

"Fire Sector — this is an operational sector and would be the main area of
firefighting and rescue operations, consisting of the floor/s directly involved
in fire, phis one level above and one level below. If crews involved in this
exceed acceptable spans of control, consideration should be given to
activating a Search Sector
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Search Sector — this is an operational sector and would be the area of
operations in a high rise, above the lire sector' where search and rescue,
venting and other operations are taking place. In a basement scenario the
Search Sector could extend from _fresh air to the lowest level. If the distance
from the ground floor lobby to the bridgehead is more than two or three
floors and spans of control require it, consideration should be given to
activating a Lobby Sector.

Lobby Sector — this is a support sector and would cover the area of
operations from the ground floor lobby to the bridgehead, which is normally
two floors below the fire floor, The Lobby Sector Commander will act as co-
ordinator of all the logistics needs of the fire and search sector Commanders,
who will, on most occasions, need to be located at the bridgehead directing
operations via radio and liaising with the BAECO (breathing apparatus entiy
control officers). The Lobby Sector Commander would also co-ordinate all
operations beneath the bridgehead level, including salvage and ventilation,
liaising with fellow Sector commanders in the usual way."

14.2.24 The ability of LFB to undertake this approach is dependent upon the
performance of the access facilities provided for fire fighters within the
building.

14.2.25 Fire and Rescue Authorities must also have effective arrangements in place to
handle fire survival guidance calls from residents and others when they
believe they are unable to leave the building due to disability, poor mobility,
illness or the effects of fire and smoke. The Bridgehead location and lobby
sector location forms an important role for this activity, as it is in these
locations all such advice and resulting actions are co-ordinated.

14.2.26 According to GRA 3.2 2014, fire survival guidance call arrangements made
by the fire brigade, should include:

a) "details of how calls will be passed to and recorded at the incident

b) their impact on resources and mobilising

c) a re-evaluation process to ensure the balance of risk to the public is
reviewed if circumstances change (which may result in a change to the
advice previously given)

cl) how information will be exchanged between callers, Fire Control and
commanders at the incident."

14.3 Protected Stair & Lobby in Grenfell Tower

14.3.1 At the time of the fire in June 2017, I understand that Levels 04 -23 of
Grenfell Tower were provided with the following fire safety provisions for
the stair and the lobbies:

a) A single escape stair serving all levels above the ground floor.

b) Access to the single escape stair from each flat by a protected common
lobby.

14-7 Ove Arup & Partners Ltd
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c) Flat entrance fire doors and compartment walls separating each flat from
the lobby.

d) Stair fire doors separating the lobby from the stair.

e) A smoke ventilation system in the lobby intended to provide protection
to the stair.

0 Emergency lighting within the lobby and stair.

g) Two fire lifts, both provided with over-ride controls for use by the fire
fighters.

h) A vertical dry rising fire main with an outlet at every level

i) Note at Ground to Level 3, by exception—

i. lobbies were provided with 0.4m2 vents.

Separate venting was also provided to the new stair enclosure
between Ground and Level 2.

14.3.2 I have illustrated the location of each of these features of the protected stair
and lobby in Grenfell Tower in Figure 14.2 to Figure 14.6.

14.3.3 I provide the findings from my review of all these provisions in Sections 15 —
18 inclusive in this report. I rely on my own post-fire site evidence for the
remainder of this Section 14.

Emergency lighting
, provided in lobbies
and stairs

Dry riser inlet] I F71--

Key

7 Extent 

ofIIJ 

 escape stair
Extent of protected
lobbies

flu
0 Smoke ventilation

Ow Fire door

Ii LiIHPUI II fill
UN MO= EsEmonsmaz

448, immiismommisomiri
,411214", 11111111111111r

nimuinom_ms
Fr- a im I

e MESE. I
  IMMIIEMME4

I

Single escape
stair at Ground

Stair final exits
to outside

Figure 14.2: Stair and lobby location and features at Ground Floor (SEA00003232)
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Figure 14.3: Stair and lobby location and features at Level 1 (SEA00003231)
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Figure 14.4: Stair and lobby location and features at Level 2 (SEA00003149)
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Figure 14.5: Stair and lobby location and features at Level 3 (SEA00003229)
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14.4 The protected stair

14.4.1 Evidence from post-fire damage site inspection

14.4.2 The stairs and stair doors were inspected on 6th October, Pt November and
7th November 2017 to 9th November 2017. I visually inspected the stair. My
inspection team and I photographed every landing and half-landing level.
Please refer to Appendix C for details of the post-fire building inspection
referred to in this section. To describe the damage observed, I have defined,
for the purposes of this report, specific categories of damage for the stair and
lobbies.

14.4.3 I have categorised the damage that I observed within the stair using two
criteria: soot disposition on walls and ceilings and heat damage to the plastic
light fittings present in the stair.

14.4.4 Table 14.1 describes the grading I have used for each.

Table 14.1: Criteria used for assessment of conditions within the stair

Criteria Category Definition Grade

Soot deposition No observable soot on surfaces None

Light staining or soot depositions observed
on surfaces (e.g. surface linings visible
beneath)

I.ight

Dark, thick staining observed on surfaces
(e.g. black surfaces, surface colour not
visible)

-aN

Damage to the stair
plastic light fittings

Stair light casing is intact and has not
deformed

No damage

Stair light casing is deformed, melted or
completely missing

Plastic lights melted
or clestroy.ed 

14.4.5 Table 14.2 describes the damage categories I have applied to doors and
partitions. I have provided examples of the different categories for the doors
in Figure 14.7.

14.4.6 I have included examples in the diagrams in Figure 14.8, Figure 14.9 and
Figure 14.10 of damage in the stairs and lobbies of Level 04, Level 13 and
Level 23. I have carried out this exercise for Levels 04 — 23 of Grenfell
Tower and full details can be found in Appendix C.
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Table 14.2: Door and partition damage assessment category definitions

Damage Category Category Definition

Not recorded
Door or partition was either obstructed during my site
inspection or I do not have a clear photographic record in our
survey records.

flatlet

The door or partition itself does not appear to be damaged (e.g.
charred or missing materials), although it may be discoloured
and/or have soot deposition. The door fittings and/or fixtures
ma ‘ be damaged (i.e. letterbox, door l'rame).

Damaged
The door or partition itself is damaged (e.g. charred or missing
materials) or glazing is breached (where applicable).

I )ooriparti lion is missirT

Door intact

(a) Sample of door classed Not recorded' (b) Sample of door classed Intact'

(c) Sample of door classed 'Damaged' (d) Sample of door classed 'Missing'

Figure 14.7 (a) Level 9 (Flat 124) (b) Level 6 (Flat 96) (c) Level 10 stair door (d)
Level 8 (Flat 116)
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Figure 14.10: Record of stair and lobby damage from post fire site inspection - Level 23 (plan adapted from SEA0001(1474)
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14.4.7 Resulting summary of observed damage in the stairs

14.4.8 In Figure 14.11 I have summarised the damage I observed within the stair at
all levels using the stair light fitting damage criteria (Figure 14.11 (a)), soot
deposition criteria (Figure 14.11(b)) and the stairwell door damage
assessment (Figure 14.11(c)).

14.4.9 Figure 14.11(a) shows that stairs between Levels 13 and 16 were exposed to
temperatures above 150°C. This assessment is based on the condition of light
fittings in the stairs which show evidence of softening, flowing and melting.

14.4.10 I have used this temperature limit because the glass transition temperature of
polycarbonate (the plastic material in the lights) is listed by SFPE Handbook
of Fire Protection Engineering 511' ed as being 145°C. Above this temperature
the material loses significant strength and stiffness, allowing it to soften and
flow. Table 7.1 of the SFPE Handbook identifies the lowest melting point of
Polycarbonate to be 215°C.

1.1

141

Skr•

1.;

ham.

F

a) Levels in which damage to
lights was observed -indicating
exposure to high temperatures
(>150°C)

b) Evidence of smoke damage
post-fire (light grey — light
smoke deposition, dark grey —
heavy smoke deposition)

Red = stair door missing

Black = stair door damaged

Green = stair door intact

21
20

19
18

16
17

15
14
13

12
11

— 10
9
8

5
4

F.

c) Condition of stair doors post-
fire

Figure 14.11: Damage observed in stairs (SEA00009461)
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14.4.11 Figure 14.11 (b) summarises the degree of smoke deposition observed in the
stairs. Light smoke deposits were observed between Levels 04 and 09. From
Level 10 to the top of the building, the stair was heavily stained with soot.
Please refer to Appendix C for further photographic evidence of the stair
condition from the post fire inspection.

14.4.12 Figure 14.11 (c) provides a summary of the damage observed to doors
between the stair and the lobbies on each level of the building.

14.4.13 From my site inspections I observed stair doors were missing on Levels 13,
14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22 and 23.

14.4.14 I have cross checked these findings with the MPS photographs taken straight
after the fire for these levels (METS00017081, METS00017090,
METS00016987, METS00017003, METS00017129, METS00017247,
METS00019977, METS00020143)

14.4.15 These photographs indicate the stair doors on levels 16, 18, 22 and 23 were
present immediately after the fire though in each case the door was badly
damaged and no longer on their hinges; I have provided a sample of these
photos for Level 16 and 18 in Figure 14.12.

Figure 14.12 MPS photographs of the stair doors it the immediate aftermath of the
fire (a) Level 16 and (b) Level 18 — remains of door circled in red in each

14.4.16 The condition or location of the stair doors on Levels 13, 14, 20 and 21 is
unknown as there is no evidence of the doors remaining during the post fire
inspection. I believe these doors were present before the fire as I have found
no evidence that stair doors were missing in the 2016 FRA (LFB00000066) or
the Notification of Fire Safety Deficiencies Letter issued by London Fire and
Emergency Planning Authority (TM000832135).

14.4.17 Therefore, based on this evidence, where doors are noted as missing it is not
possible to confirm whether they burned away or were knocked off their
hinges during the fire, or were removed by fire fighters or others after the fire
ended.
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14.4.18 Regardless, in light of the other evidence, severe damage probably occurred
on those floors.

14.4.19 I consider the damage or loss of stair doors to be indicative of high
temperature smoke and/or flames being present in the lobby for an extended
period. However, as the stair light was only damaged on levels 13 to 16, the
stair doors on Levels 18 to 23 must have been in place and providing some
protection to the stair throughout the fire, even though after the fire they were
missing or knocked off their hinges.

14.4.20 These conditions could be caused either by fires in combustible materials
stored within the lobby itself, or by hot smoke and flames extending from
flat(s) into the lobby. I have described the condition of the lobby and its effect
on the stair door in Section 14.5.

14.4.21 The pattern of stair door damage matches the general damage pattern, with
the higher levels being more likely to display damaged or missing stair fire
doors.

14.4.22 However, the presence of intact stair doors on Levels 11, 12, 15 and 17
indicate that conditions were not uniform in every lobby.

14.4.23 Level 15 is of particular interest because the light fitting in the stair is
severely damaged, see Figure 14.13(a), yet the stair door immediately beside
it is intact, Figure 14.13( b). This indicates the door leaf has maintained its
integrity but it is likely that hot smoke has still penetrated the stair at this
level. This could be due to the door being open allowing smoke into the stair,
or smoke reaching this level from lower down in the stair — noting the stair
doors at Level 13 (Figure 14.14) and Level 14 (Figure 14.15) are missing, and
the lights beside those doors are also melted.

(a) (b)

Figure 14.13: (a) Stair light fitting condition and (b) door condition on Level 15
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Melted remains of
stair light fitting

(a) (b)

Figure 14.14: (a) Stair light fitting condition and (b) door condition on Level 13

Melted remains a
stair light fitting

(a) (b)

Figure 14.15: (a) Stair light fitting condition and (b) door condition on Level 14
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14.4.24 My principal site observations regarding the stair conditions are:

a) The stair shows light smoke damage from level 4 to level 9.

b) The stair shows consistently heavy smoke damage from level 10 to level
23.

c) From the evidence of the melted / destroyed polycarbonate light fittings,
the temperature in the stairs was highest on floors 13 to 16. Polycarbonate
softens above approximately 150°C, as described above.

d) Stair doors are intact or lightly damaged on floors Ground to 9, 11, 12, 15
and 17.

e) Stair doors are severely damaged on floors 10 and 19.

0 Stair doors were missing in both the MPS photographs and during my
own site inspection, therefore the condition is unknown on floors 13, 14,
20 and 21. These doors may have been completely destroyed by the fire,
knocked off their hinges or removed by fire fighters/others during or after
the fire.

The stair doors on Levels 18 to 23 were either severely damaged or
missing, however the light in the stair, directly adjacent to the doorway,
was not damaged, other than being coated in soot.

h) The internal walls of the stair did not show any surface damage other than
smoke deposition. Damage to light fittings is most likely a characteristic
of smoke in the stair reaching temperatures higher than 150°C rather than
direct flame impingement through the door opening into the stair (i.e.
because the door was open, or because fire penetrated the fire door
assembly). I did not observe any evidence which indicates extensive
damage associated with a fire in the stair.

14.4.25 Evidence on conditions in the stair from the fire fighter witness
statements and LFB command logs

14.4.26 Having made these observations on site I wanted to see how they
corroborated with the evidence from London Fire Brigade, who had to use the
stair throughout the fire event.

14.4.27 I therefore reviewed all or part of the fire brigade witness statements provided
to me at the time of writing. I will continue to review any further evidence
from firefighters made available to me.

14.4.28 From the witness statements available to me, I have identified that the fire
fighters listed in Table 14.3 were present at key times in the fire. Table 14.3
indicates the order of arrival, and approximate time of entry into the building
that I have estimated based on their witness statements. These times are
important to understanding the conditions in the stairs and lobbies in Grenfell
Tower at different times on the 14th June 2017.
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14.4.29 In estimating these times, I have assumed that fire fighters would need to
undertake the tasks listed below, with the associated nominal times to
undertake these tasks:

a) 5-10 minutes to move from their appliance to the building (in several
cases individual fire fighters undertook external tasks before entering the
building and these have been factored in as best possible);

b) 5-10 minutes to move from the entrance of Grenfell Tower to the
Bridgehead;

c) 5-15-minute wait to be provided with a task from the Fire or Search sector
commander, log in with BA control and then start climbing the stair; and

d) A further 10 minutes to walk up the stairs from Ground to Level 23.

Table 14.3: Estimated times for arrival and entry into Grenfell Tower based on fire
fighter witness statements

Firefighter Estimated time of
arrival to site

Estimated time of
entry into
Grenfell Tower

Source

Dorgu 01:00 01:05 MET000086037
Badillo 01:00 01:05 MET00010080
Batterbee 01:00 01:05 MET00005677
Secrett 01:00 01:05 MET00005384
Hippel 01:05 01:10 MET000083300
Archer 01:05 01:20 MET00008001
Murphy 01:10 01:50 MET00010820
Upton 01:25 01:45 MET00007524
Welch 01:30 01:40 MET00007525
Fernandes 01:31 01:45 MET000083292
O'Donoghue 01:31 02:00 MET000080591
Eden 01:35 01:45 MET00008019
Foster 01:35 01:45 MET00010084
Nelson 01:40 01:55 MET00007785
Flanagan 01:40 01:55 MET00007765
Yeoman 01:40 01:55 MET00007862
Batcheldor 01:40 02:00 MET00007511
Hoare 02:04 02:40 MET00008027
Goulbourne 02:10 02:20 MET00010759
Roe 02:29 IC outside

Grenfell Tower
MET00007520

Moore 03:00 03:30 MET00010081
Graham 07:30 07:45 MET00005257
George 12:26 Not determined MET00007768
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14.4.30 The following key information has been extracted from the fire fighter
witness statements at time of writing this report:

a) Highest level of the building that firefighters could reach (which is
presented in Table 14.4).

b) Extent and severity of smoke logging in stairs (relevant to visibility, and
also the need for clothing to protect against heat and breathing apparatus).

c) Congestion and obstacles in the stair as noted by fire fighters.

d) Width of the stair for access and egress.

e) Understanding by individuals of their location and position in the building
during firefighting.

14.4.31 The timings presented when I refer to firefighter witness statements are based
on estimates. Very few explicit timings are provided in those witness
statements. However, they do make clear arrival time, and in many of the
witness statements they refer to other critical times such as number of pumps
for example. I have used this data to work out the time frame that an
individual fire fighter was in the Grenfell Tower during the fire. This will be
revised where any additional timings are provided to me.

14.4.32 In the following sections I present the key observations I have extracted from
fire fighter witness statements and LFB command logs relating to conditions
in the stair as they relate to items a) to e) above. Specific excerpts from this
evidence are included in the diagrams in Figure 14.16 to Figure 14.30.

14.4.33 Table 14.4 indicates the highest floor reported as accessible at different times
over the course of 14th June 2017. The times from 01:20 to 02:50 are based on
my estimation of the time that the firefighter reached those floors, based on
their individual witness statements. The times after 02:50 are based on
excerpts from command logs and statements from incident and sector
commanders that report the highest floor that fire fighters were being
committed to.

Table 14.4: highest floor accessed or reported accessible to fire fighters during the
course of the fire. * - note: These times based on statements from command logs
rather than from witness statements of fire fighters attending those floors

Time Highest Floor reported Source
01:20 16 MET000083300 (Hippel)
01:40 20 MET00010080 (Badillo)
01:40 20 MET000086037 (Dorgu)
02:05 20 MET00007765

(Flanagan)
02:05 21 MET00007524 (Upton)
02:00 20 MET00008019 (Eden)
02:00 20 MET000083292

(Fernandes)
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Time highest Floor reported Source
02:10 18/19 MET00007511

(Batcheldor)
02:50 12 MET00008027 (Hoare)
03:39* 4 MET00007520 (Roe)
04:00* 8 MET00007520 (Roe)
04:25* 11 MET00007515 (Egan)
04:50* 12 MET00007520 (Roe)
13:00* 13 MET00007525 (Welch)
16:00* 16 MET00007768 (George)

14.4.34 Descriptions of visibility and heat within the stair:

14.4.35 Dorgu (IVTET000086037) was part of the initial attendance to the fire in Flat
16. This statement identifies that at the start of the incident, at approximately
01:00, "there was no fire or smoke visible on approach to the tower." . This
statement also identifies that:

"We would normally use dry riser on the floor below but as there was no
signs of smoke or fire we went in on the forth. (sic)"

14.4.36 I have estimated that Hippel (MET000083300) arrived at approximately
01:05, as part of the initial response to the fire in Flat 16, and entered the
stairs shortly afterward at approximately 01:10. At this time the stairs up to
Level 4 were clear of smoke. On his descent at approximately 01:30 Hippel
reports that the stairs were also clear of smoke.

14.4.37 Archer (MET00008001) also arrived at approximately 01:05 and was tasked
with some external duties to begin with. From this statement I have estimated
that Archer entered the stairs at approximately 01:20 and found them to be
clear up to his target floor of Level 6.

14.4.38 Archer then states that he attempted to undertake firefighting operations in a
flat on Level 6 (MET00008001, excerpted below), before descending the
stairs again and leaving the building. At this time, approximately 01:30 to
01:40, the stairs are beginning to fill with smoke.

"Myself and Tom then forced it open and wedged our bodies into the entrance
so it wouldn't close back again. The windows must have been open to have
made this happen. As soon as we wedged the door open thick black smoke
came out, and filled the lobby area, the visibility was bad, I couldn't see the
stairwell door.
The hose on the 6th floor came from the outlet on the fifth floor, not the sixth.
This was a problem because the stairwell filled with smoke from the sixth
floor because the hose prevented the door to the stairwell closing

"I don't think we got that far ink) the flat really because we expended a lot of
energy.
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Me and Tom made our way back down the stairwell. I don't know how long!
was in there for, the BA board would probably tell you that information, but I
don't know myself. At this point residents were coming down the stairwell,
and at this time the stairwell was filling up with smoke."

14.4.39 At approximately 01:45 I have estimated that Fernandes entered the stair
tasked with moving to Level 20 to undertake a rescue. This statement
(MET000083292, excerpted below) identifies that smoke began to affect
visibility from Level 2 and visibility was poor up to Level 20. This timing is
based on Fernandes arriving at site just as the message "make pumps 25" was
passed to fire control operators.

"!As I climbed up the stairs the smoke became thicker and in between floors
two and five the lights went out. As the smoke became thicker visibility was
reduced to almost zero. Firefighter WILLIAMS and! had to stay in physical
contact with each other as we climbed the stairs. I struggled to see any
reference to what floor we were on. There were lights on the floor numbers,
however I could not see the number displayed

I lost track of how many floors we had climbed, I shouted to Firefighter
WILLIAMS to enter the next floor area to find out what floor we were on. We
went through the next door to the right. The smoke was thick and visibility
was almost zero. Looking extremely closely at the walls I found a sign that
displayed "14". I realised we were six floors short of where we needed to be.

We started to climb the stairs. As we ascended the smoke intensified and the
temperature started to rise. We did not pass anyone on the staircase. Despite
wearing breathing apparatus I could taste the smoke."

14.4.40 Fernandes also reports conditions while descending the stairs, whilst carrying
a child casualty as indicated below. I have estimated that Fernandes
descended the stairs at approximately 02:10. Visibility and heat affected the
fire fighters from Level 20 down to Level 3.

"As we started to descend the staircase it was definitely hotter than when we
had climbed up.

As we descended the child stopped screaming and was no longer throwing her
arms and legs around, she became unresponsive in my arm. I was unable to
give first aid to the child as I could not stop on the stairs due to the smoke, I
was in BA gear and therefore unable to deliver any rescue breaths to the girl.

The lights started to come on at around the 3rd floor and visibility improved

I could see that the child was unconscious and ftothing at the mouth"

14.4.41 The witness statement of Upton (MET00007524, excerpted below) also
identifies poor visibility due to smoke logging starting at Level 4. As noted in
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Table 14.3, I have estimated that Upton was in the stairs from approximately
01:45.

By the fourth floor we couldn't see anything. I think there was emergency lighting at this point and we

also had our torches on, but the density of the smoke was causing visibility loss. You couldn't see a thing.

The smoke was lighter on the third floor, but got denser and darker as we went up. It was coming from

everywhere - there wasn't a single corner that was clear and there was no obvious source, such as an open

doorway.

I was leading the way to start with and Tom was behind me. It became clear very soon that we didn't

have any floor numbers to work from. It was a big problem. We didn't have a clue how far up the

building we were, not least because I didn't know what floor we had started from on account of the

design of the building and the lobby areas. Also, there were doorways off the landings but it wasn't clear

where they went to.

14.4.42 Between 01:45 and 02:00, Dorgu (MET000086037, excerpted below)
descended from the 20th floor and exited the building. This statement
identifies that the stairs were filled with thick smoke up to Level 20. From
this statement, it is not clear where the smoke cleared toward the bottom of
the stairs.

"Due to the dark I couldn't see if any doors were open andfloor numbers
were not written on well (wall) if(at) all. The escape route was hot and filled
with smoke. I've been in much hotter buildings but we were on the twentieth
floor with no air and pitch black None of it made sense. Smoke going up the
stairwell is just (due to)people holding doors open to get out but I was
surprised (it was) so thick, dark and high. The smoke never normal?), goes two
floors plus above the (level of the) bridgehead ... I set off down the stairs but
the smoke was so thick Where there was no glass from the lobby I couldn't
see my hand in front of my face or even see my torch. As we went down it was
getting hotter and hotter as, although we didn't know it at the time, we were
getting closer and closer to the fire."

14.4.43 Badillo (MET00010080, excerpted below) was accompanying Dorgu and
descended from the 20th floor between 01:45 and 02:00. This statement also
identifies thick smoke in the stair from the 20th floor, getting worse as they
descended the stairs.

"I managed to lead us back to the stairwell and as we got a few flights down,
I suggested that we leave the hoses in situ as carrying them was slowing us
down. We left them by the wall, so as to not block the stairs, I think on the I 8th

floor. The heat was much more intense and the stairwell was completely
smoke filled so visibility was really poor. I couldn't see a thing. When we
reached the 15th floor, I spoke to Chris SECRETT and he did a gauge check.
The smoke was getting thicker and thicker, hotter and hotter."

14.4.44 As noted in Table 14.3, I have estimated that Eden entered the stairs after
approximately 01:45. This statement (MET00008019, excerpted below),
identifies that the stairs were filled with thick smoke up to Level 20.
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I asked Tom if he could see any numbers as it felt like we had been walking in the dark, blind and not

knowing where we were and he said that he couldn't see anything. We continued up and I heard the

EDBA team in front say, "We're going to 12 - this is us". We waited for about 30 seconds for them clear

out of the way and continued up with the other EDBA team who were going to the 14th floor. The smoke

had thinned out a little bit by now and coming up, I had seen that doors were being held open by bits of

hose or were being wedged opened. I kept kicking things under foot, maybe bits of clothing and it started

14.4.45 Eden MET00008019 further stated:

than us, were only going to the and 12th and 14th floors, but we continued on up. No one was in front of

us and we were able to speed up a little bit. It went really quiet and I couldn't hear anything coming from

above us. I could hear shouting coming from below but that is all. I saw the numbers 15 and 17 on the

walls, but they were hard to make out and it was hard to figure out where we were. By the time we got to

the 20th floor, it was much smokier again and we really struggled to see the number 20 on the wall and

had to wipe it down, as there was a lot of soot. The concept of time is difficult to judge but I think it took

between 8-10 minutes to get up to the 20d. floor. I don't recall there being any obstructions on the

stairwell and there must have been some lighting as it wasn't pitch black. It almost felt claustrophobic as I

could barely see and had to rely on my training and other senses to negotiate my way up the stairs. I had

to concentrate really hard to figure out where we were.

14.4.46 In Table 14.4 I have presented that Nelson entered the stairs at approximately
01:55. This statement (MET00007785, excerpted below) identifies
particularly poor visibility due to smoke logging from Levels 4 to 7, as he
made his way to Level 9 to undertake firefighting operations.

The staircase was busy with other Firefighters as weprogressed to floor nine (9). I recall it being hot but

believe this was more due to my kit than the heat of the building, however it was smoky and the visibility

was poor especially between floors four (4) and seven (7). I cannot recall hearing alarms just lots of

shouting going on around me. I do not remember if there were hoses on the stairs but remember people

being helped or carried by Firefighters. I was holding onto the stair rail as I progressed up the stairs. The

smoke was covering the floor signs and the lighting was poor. I recall having to waft smoke away to

discover what floor we had reached. There was no illuminated numbers on the walls. I did not recall

seeing any 'Fire Exit' signs on the stairways.

14.4.47 From his witness statement, I have also identified that Yeoman entered the
stair at approximately 01:55. This statement (MET00007862, excerpted
below) indicates that visibility was poor in the stairs, specifically at Levels 7
to 9.
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We made our way up the staircase and got to the 7th floor. I remember it was the 7th
because there was a bright light on the wall that was shining through the thick dense
smoke. The light did not help conditions and I could not see anything, but when I got
close to the wall there was a sign saying it was the 7th floor. From here I got my
bearings and knew that it was only four flights of stairs to the 9th floor. There was no
real heat, just very thick smoke, which is not meant to happen. The staircases are
meant to have clean air to assist fire crews with search and rescues. There was a lot of
external noise with people shouting to one another and a lot of radio traffic, which
made it very difficult to hear one another. I just wanted to keep everyone steady to
conserve our energy and save air within our BA sets. Saving air meant our BA sets
would last longer in these conditions.

14.4.48 I have estimated that Batcheldor entered the stairs after approximately 02:00.
This statement (MET00007511, excerpted below) identifies that the stairs
were filled with smoke from Level 4.

from the Bridge Head on the 2nd floor. There was just one set of stairs. I was struck up on how narrow

the stairs were. From the 4th floor upwards it was smoky. I think I remember seeing lighting in the

stairwell, but I cannot be certain. Most of the doors leading on to the stairwell were closed otherwise it

would have been much more smoky.

14.4.49 I have estimated that Flanagan was using the stairs at approximately 02:00
(MET00007765, excerpted below). This statement identifies thick smoke
from Level 4 up to approximately Level 15. Therefore, there is evidence of
different conditions in the stairs at different levels at about 02:00.

When we reached the fourth (4th) floor on the stair case we suddenly came into very thick black smoke. It

was like there was a duvet over your head and I could not see anything, even my hand in front of my face.

It was impossible to see exactly where you were going. The staircase was the same the whole way up so I

was able to make my way up it knowing the layout of it from the first few flights which were not smoke

logged and using the walls and bannister as a guide when I needed it. I bumped into a few things on the

way up, some of which I think were people but I could not see anyone or exactly what it was that I

bumped into. The stairwell was very noisy, I could hear bangs and pops of what I think might have been

doors opening and closing. I could also hear people screaming and shouting.

I lost track of exactly what floor we were on as we were going up but when we got to about the fifteenth

05th) floor the smoke suddenly cleared. It was like a light had just been switched on. I could see clearly

again and there was no smoke at all. I thought we must be climbing up the stairs faster than the smoke

was rising. I could now see the floor numbers again so me and Luke decided to run the last few flights of

stairs up to the twentieth (206) floor. We did not see anyone on the stairs above the fifteenth (15th) floor

14.4.50 As indicated in Table 14.3, I have estimated that Hoare entered the stairs at
approximately 02:40. This estimate is based on the witness statement noting
that Hoare arrived at site when the message "make pumps 40" was passed to
fire control operators, i.e. at 02:04 (LFB00000003). The witness statement
also notes that Hoare queued and waited before entering the building.
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14.4.51 This statement (MET00008027, excerpted below) indicates that at this time,
Level 3 and Level 4 were not significantly affected by smoke. However,
visibility was poor due to smoke logging of the stairs from Level 6, with
conditions very poor from Level 7 up to his target floor of Level 12. It can be
seen from the statement that visibility in the stairs was so poor that the
presence of lighting in the stairs could not be determined, and would not have
made a difference even if it was active.

"I remember the condition from the third to the four and fifth staircases being
the same as we had encountered on the lower floor, very little or no smoke.
There was more debris now on the stairs, causalities being aided down by
firefighters so we had to make way for them to pass.

As we approached floor 6th the smoke was now obvious and reducing my
visibility. I could see my hands if pulled towards my face, make out the
railings, and see maybe 3 steps ahead, but the general visibility was now
impeded with the smoke albeit not thick smoke.

The higher we got the visibility deteriorated and by the 7th floor the
conditions changed dramatically. It was thick heavy smoke log and I could
not see much at all. At this point my adrenalin was going up, it was hotter and
I could not readily tell what floor I was on, it was pitch black with smoke. Not
only was the smoke density increasing but so was the heat. I remember the 5th
floor being clear but by floor 7 we could see very little or nothing at all I had
to clean out my visor to make out the floor number.

By floor 9, I had to wipe soot off of the walls to see what number of floor we
were on.

All through my way from the Bridge Head to the 9th floor I was not paying
attention to the doors because I was just heading from one staircase to the
next and not going into the lobby area so I could not tell if the lobby doors
were closed or opened For this reason, I cannot say why the drastic change
in smoke density on the upper floors compared to the first six flights of
staircase. I began not to count what floor we were on Ijust wanted to get to
the 12th.

The staircases are enclosed with no windows for natural light which is why I
believed the electricity was on as the lower floors were lit. Due to the thick
smoke it was not evident if the electricity was still on above the 7th floor up as
the smoke was so thick even if the light was on it did not make any difference.

The conditions on the 9th, 10th and 11th floors were the same, no visibility,
increased heat, thick smoke, again whether the lights were on or off it would
not have made any difference."

14.4.52 Hoare (MET00008027):
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"At this point it was boiling hot, the staircase was getting hotter because
people were coming through from the lobby doors letting the heat onto the
staircase. The visibility was vely low and you could not see the people coming
down, you just hear them.
• • •

Each floor was the same but cooled down slightly"

14.4.53 From his witness statement I have identified that Goulboume
(MET00010759) arrived at the building at approximately 02:10. Goulbourne
was assigned as Search Sector commander from approximately 02:25 and
therefore responsible for assigning teams of fire fighters to respond to Fire
Survival Guidance calls from higher floors.

14.4.54 Goulbourne's statement (MET00010759, excerpted below) identifies that the
risk from the smoke and heat in the stair was such that fire fighters in
protected clothing within the stairs should not move beyond Level 13.

"The SDBA crews were covering floors 5-9 and the EDBA crews were
pushing on up to floors 9,10 and 11. At some point we managed to get hoses
attached to the risers on floor 9 and so the EDBA crews were firefighting on
those floors. In addition, we had managed to get a firther two hoses into the
building and up the stairwell via a lightweight pump at the front and a pump
at the back. The fire on floor 11 was fierce, horrific.

We received FSG's stating that there were 10 people in one flat on the 16th
and 11 people in one flat on the 18th floors. I wanted to get up there to get
them out so I asked a trusted officer to go up as far as he could and report
back. The 7th and 8th floors, all fiats were on fire. The 9th and 10th floor
lobbies were on fire. The whole of eh(sic) 11th floor was on fire. He felt we
could get as far as the 12/13th floor but after that you could go up but you
wouldn't be coming back I had to accept this was the case.

During this time, 1 was informed there was still one FSG on the 11th floor and
one FSG on the 10th floor. Oriental man on the 11th, blind man on the 10th,
who managed to get them out and I believe they were the last two to be
rescued"

14.4.55 Goulbourne's statement is not clear on timing of this event. However, I have
cross-referenced the statement on the location of SDBA crews against the
decision log of Roe (MET00005404) and at this stage I estimate that this
event occurred between 04:22 and 04:34. I have also cross-referenced the
time of escape of the resident on Level 10 to be 06:05. Therefore, I estimate
that Goulbourne's trusted officer identified untenable conditions in the stairs
at some point between 04:22 and 06:05.

14.4.56 This correlates with the fact that after 03:55 there were no residents recorded
to have escaped from any level above Level 11 (CCTV-Individual Exit Times
and Location, MET000080463).
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14.4.57 My conclusions, therefore, relating to conditions of visibility and heat within
the stair are as follows:

14.4.57.1 From the witness statements presented above, I have identified that visibility
in the stair was initially good, but deteriorated rapidly after approximately
01:40am until it was effectively zero.

14.4.57.2 Visibility deteriorated first at levels in the middle of the stair between Level 6
and 15: Flanagan (MET00007765) reported clear air at the top and bottom of
the stair when he ascended at 01:55. Nelson (MET000007785) stated that
conditions were significantly worse between floors 4 and 7 at 02:00.

14.4.57.3 There is evidence that fire fighters were unable to access the floors above
Level 11 to respond to fire survival guidance (FSG) calls from residents at
some time between 04:22 and 06:05, because of the conditions within the stair
(Goulboume, MET00010759).

14.4.58 Descriptions of debris and obstacles within the stair

14.4.59 Between 01:15 and 01:40, Archer (MET00008001, excerpted below) reports
that hoses were being run in the stair. This would lead to an obstacle to people
using the stairs. This would also allow smoke to pass into the stair where the
hoses blocked open the stair door.

"The hose on the 6th floor came from the outlet on the fifth floor, not the
sixth. This was a problem because the stairwell filled with smoke from the
sixth floor because the hose prevented the door to the stairwell closing"

14.4.60 I have estimated that Upton traversed the stairs at approximately 01:45, and
reported (MET00007524, excerpted below) that the stairs contained fire
fighter equipment and items of clothing that had been discarded. Upton also
identifies that as well as causing a physical blockage, discarded items on the
stairs slowed down fire fighters who had to check that the items were not
casualties lying on the floor.

We climbed and climbed and climbed. There were a significant number rags all over the stairs - obviously

people had come out of the building holding scarves over their faces and things had been dropped. There

were also items of firefighter's equipment which had been piled on the landings, such as hoses. There was

debris all over the stairs which we couldn't just walk past in case it was a person. We had to take our time

to make sure we didn't miss anyone. I was feeling my way with my feet and my hands. When I got to a

pile I would get down on my hands and knees to check it. We couldn't see anything so we were doing

everything blind.

14.4.61 I have estimated that Batcheldor was traversing the stairs at approximately
02:00 (MET00007511, excerpted below). This statement also identifies that
the stairs contained discarded fire fighter equipment and resident clothing.
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The stairway was a complete mess. It was littered with pieces of equipment which firefighters had

abandoned in order to help get people out of the building. There was also a lot of discarded clothing. I

expect this clothing was used by people to wrap around their faces in order to protect themselves from the

14.4.62 With regard to obstacles in the stairs, O'Donoghue reported (MET000080591,
excerpted below) casualties, and firefighters descending with casualties, as
making ascent of the stairs more difficult. Additionally, equipment is reported
on the floor. I have estimated that these observations were made at
approximately 02:00.

"We continued upwards and between the 5th and 6th floor 2 Firefighters
carrying a woman passed us. The woman was unconscious and was being
dragged by the Firefighters

On about the 7th or 8th floor 2 more Firefighters came down the stairs and we
have had to squeeze into the corner to give them room to pass. I don't know if
they were carrying any causalities as I was facing into the corners of the
stairwell. I didn't see them coming at first but I heard them as they were
shouting. We gave them right of way as they might have been low on air or be
carrying a casualty.

There was a lot of equipment on the floor so we had to walk carefully so as
not to trip. Due to lack of visibility we had navigate a lot by touch and land
marking which is where we make a mental note of where things are as we
move."

14.4.63 Fernandes records (MET000083292, excerpted below) that descent of the
stairs was obstructed due to the presence of fire fighters assisting casualties. I
have estimated this to be at approximately 02:10.

"There were initially no obstacles on the staircase, however as we descended
we came across a set of three firefighters struggling with an unconscious
adult casualty. One of the firefighters saw me and asked for help, they
couldn't see that I had the child in my right arm. The lights started to come on
at around the 3rd floor and visibility improved There was a bottle neck and
the firefighters in front of us were struggling. I could see they each had a limb
of the adult casualty who was a large male. A firefighter was shouting at me
to pass the child over the adult male, I now know this was Firefighter
Williams, he must have got past me and the other firefighters with the adult
casualty somehow. I passed the child from my right arm to Firefighter
Williams. I could see that the child was unconscious and frothing at the
mouth"

14.4.64 The witness statements of O'Neill (MET000010758) and Welch
(MET00007525), excerpted below, identify that fatalities in the stairs also led
to obstruction of fire fighters using the stairs. I have estimated that this
specific event occurred at approximately 02:20.
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14.4.65 O'Neill (MET000010758)

Our efforts throughout were hampered by the size of the stairwell which was surprisingly small. It was so

narrow that 2 firefighters in BA could not walk side by side. Unfortunately there were also a number

deceased persons in the stairwell which made it difficult to negotiate. A bariatric lady deceased on the 9th

floor stairwell had become a barrier and so I asked a BA crew to move her, but also I felt she deserved

some dignity and should be respected. They were able to move her and I was very glad.

Because there was only one ( I) stairwell our own hoses also took up room in there. When they were taken

through the fire doors to fight fires on each floor it also allowed smoke into the stairwell reducing

visibility. I was not aware of any smoke extraction system being present. Some of our hoses were burst by

the falling debris outside.

14.4.66 Additionally, Welch (MET00007525) stated

Page 9 of 10
With only one (1) staircase it made our job a lot tougher. BA crews were struggling to get up and down

with casualties because of bodies, hoses all in the same stairwell. On the 9th floor the body of a large

deceased lady could just not be physically moved. With the hoses in the stairwell it also meant that the

lobby doors were held open and this allowed smoke into the stairwell. I used a Positive Pressure

14.4.67 On ascending the stair at approximately 02:40, Hoare reported
(MET00008027) obstacles in the form of personal belongings left on the
stairs.

"I was stepping on what I believed were personal belonging as we made our
way up to the 12th floor"

14.4.68 My conclusions, therefore, relating to debris and obstacles within the stair are
as follows:

a) As presented above, observations were recorded of debris, casualties and
discarded equipment within the stair that hampered the progress of the fire
fighters on the stair. This was compounded by the lack of visibility.

b) The witness statements also provide evidence that firefighting operations,
including the use of hoses from lower floors (i.e. Level 6), allowed smoke
into the stair.

14.4.69 Descriptions of the width of the stair

14.4.70 Specific details of the design and width of the stair are provided in Appendix
H.

14.4.71 The witness statements I have presented below identify how the width of the
stair impacted the ability of fire fighters to undertake firefighting and search
and rescue operations on the 14th June 2017.

14.4.72 The statement of Batcheldor (MET00007511) identifies that the stair was too
narrow for ascending and descending fire fighters to pass each other easily. In
particular, it identifies that fire fighters in breathing apparatus cannot easily
make more room in a narrow space by turning sideways due to the presence
of the equipment on their backs.
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As we were going up other firefighters with casualties were coming down shouting," Casualty!

Casualty!" as we are trained to do. This is a signal for people to move out of the way and give them

priority. The stairwell was narrow with tight turns and it was very difficult to make space as we could not

get our backs flat against the wall as we had the breathing cylinders on our backs. People were desperate

to get their casualties out of the building and we were desperate to get up the tower to get more residents

outs. It seemed to take ages for us to get up the building as we kept having to stop and try and get out of

the way. All the time was trying to get my head around what was happening. It was crazy.

The stairwell's narrowness was problematic I have been in narrow stairwells before, but the traffic of

people going up and down was unique. People were desperate to get in and out. All the casualties I saw

exiting the building were with fire fighters.

1 4.4.73 The statements of Flanagan (MET00007765, excerpted below) and Eden
(VJET00008019, excerpted below) also identify that significant congestion
occurred within the stair.

When we went back into the stairwell, the smoke had risen up to the floor at which we were but was thin

at this height. It also felt much hotter than it had done before. The further down we went, the hotter it felt

and the smokier it became. Going down, I found that I was able to see a small amount and could make out

other firefighters and see was what happening as far as one end of a flight of stairs to the other. The stairs

were full of firefighters and became clogged with people. There were firefighters coming up whilst others

were going down and some were carrying and dragging out occupants of the tower, coming out at various

different floors. Where this was happening, it slowed down everyone's descent of the stairs and when we

got to about the twelfth (12th) floor, it came to a complete standstill. There were firefighters behind us

also stuck and I could hear the low pressure whistles on the sets of some of those behinds us going off.

The low pressure whistle means that there is on three (3) to four (4) minutes worth of air left in that

persons set. I shouted down the stairs that there were people running out of air to try and get people

moving down the stairs and after a brief delay we got moving down again.

14.4.74 Eden (MET00008019) stated:

said no. I told him that I was just in front of him and he said that he was going to come past me. This isn't

really the correct thing to do as I was BA number 1, however as we were only traversing the stairwell and

he is bigger and taller than me, I was fine with it as I was carrying most of the gear and he could clear the

way a little bit Bottlenecking was obviously going on which is where people had to wait on the stairs

whilst others went in through doors, due to the small stairwell and being unable to get past each other. We

14.4.75 O'Neill (MET000010758, excerpted below) specifically noted that the stair
did not permit 2 fire fighters to walk side by side.
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Our efforts throughout were hampered by the size of the stairwell which was surprisingly small. It was so

narrow that 2 firefighters in BA could not walk side by side. Unfortunately there were also a number

deceased persons in the stairwell which made it difficult to negotiate.

14.4.76 The statement of Fernandes (MET000083292, excerpted below) identifies
that the stair was narrow.

"Both Firefighter WILLIAMS and I made our way towards the staircase of
the tower. The staircase was painted yellow or magnolia, it was very narrow.
It was tight climbing the stairs with the equipment we were carrying."

14.4.77 The statement of Graham (MET00005257, excerpted below) identifies that
the stair provided to Grenfell Tower restricted the number of fire fighters that
could be safely deployed within the building.

The single staircase added addition restrictions on how many people you could safely commit to fight

the fire. The city riser inlet placement at the far side of each lobby meant you had to fight your passed the fire
flats to reach it,

The addition of casualties blocking the stairs from the so. floor up was an added obstacle that we could

only recti), once we had extinguished tlwsefloors sufficiently to assure that we could respecVully place the
deceased into the fire lobbies on those floors without the fear that they would then be compromised due to fire
spread.

14.4.78 My conclusions, therefore, with regard to the width of the stair are as follows:

a) There is evidence that the fire fighters described the stair as being narrow
and difficult to pass each other.

b) There is specific evidence that the width of the stairs, combined with poor
visibility and obstacles caused by casualties and debris, made the stairs
difficult to traverse.

c) It was specifically noted as being difficult for fire fighters wearing BA
who were unable to turn sideways to make space for others to pass.
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14.4.79 Descriptions of Fire Fighters unable to find floor numbers

14.4.80 The following excerpts identify specific examples of fire fighters having
difficulty tracking their location within the building.

14.4.81 The statements identify that this was due to smoke logging of the stairs
affecting visibility, but also depositing soot on the floor number signs
provided in Grenfell Tower.

14.4.82 Fernandes states (MET000083292):

"As I climbed up the stairs the smoke became thicker and in between floors
two and five the lights went out. As the smoke became thicker visibility was
reduced to almost zero. Firefighter WILLIAMS and I had to stay in physical
contact with each other as we climbed the stairs. I struggled to see any
reference to what floor we were on. There were lights on the floor numbers,
however I could not see the number displayed We were both working hard
climbing the stairs with the equipment My torch developed an intermittent
fault, it started to fail. I lost track of how many floors we had climbed, I
shouted to Firefighter WILLIAMS to enter the next floor area to find out what
floor we were on. We went through the next door to the right. The smoke was
thick and visibility was almost zero. Looking extremely closely at the walls I
found a sign that displayed "14". I realised we were six floors short of where
we needed to be."

14.4.83 Hoare stated (MET00008027):

"I remember the 5th floor being clear but by floor 7 we could see very little or
nothing at all. I had to clean out my visor to make out the floor number.

By floor 9, I had to wipe soot off of the walls to see what number 0/floor we
were on."
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14.4.84 Upton stated (MET00007524):

It was really hard work. Our BA sets were especially heavy as they have the twin cylinders, and Tom was

also carrying the enforcer. It was hot and dark. At a certain point we decided to check how far we had got.

I eventually found a door which led into the lobby area. The conditions in the lobby were similar to those

in the stairwell. I couldn't see any actual flames but there was thick, heavy, dense smoke and it was really

hot. I had to search around the corner to find a door with a flat number on it. I couldn't work out what

floor we were on, but I knew that the flat number was nowhere near the ones we were trying to get to. I

think we were about halfway.

We decided to check our progress again so went into another lobby area and found another flat number.

We couldn't see so we had to get right up close to the door to shine our torches on it. The one we found

was something like Flat 164, so I knew we still had a way to go. I estimated we were on about the

sixteenth floor. The conditions were similar to the stairwell but it was getting hotter as we went up the

building.

14.4.85 Flanagan stated (MET00007765):

I lost track of exactly what floor we were on as we were going up but when we got to about the fifteenth

(151h) floor the smoke suddenly cleared. It was like a light had just been switched on. I could see clearly

again and there was no smoke at all. I thought we must be climbing up the stairs faster than the smoke

was rising. I could now see the floor numbers again so me and Luke decided to run the last few flights of

14.4.86 Eden stated (IAET00008019):

stairs. We didn't have to wait too long before we started moving again. It was really tight in the stairwell

and it was full of thick black smoke and we had to lean on the wall to take a reference point. I couldn't

see Tom in front of me, even though he was right there with reflector swaps on and I had to keep touching

and banging him to let him know! was there. I heard someone say, "This is the 10th floor" and "Oh good,

only 2 more to go". Tom and I were still checking with each other that we were alright and how much air

we had used and at this point, I think that I had used 50 bar.

I asked Tom if he could see any numbers as it felt like we had been walking in the dark, blind and not

knowing where we were and he said that he couldn't see anything. We continued up and I heard the

EDBA team in front say, "We're going to 12 - this is us". We waited for about 30 seconds for them clear

14.4.87 Batcheldor stated (MET00007511):

smoke. Firefighter carry a waterproof pencil called a Chinagraph which had been used to mark the floor

numbers on the wall from other firefighters. If it wasn't for these Chinagraph markings you would not

have known what floor you were on. We finally reached the 1011  floor. Myself and Neil were the only
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14.4.88 Performance of the protected stair

14.4.89 In Section 13 I calculated the flow rate of evacuating residents with time
based on the data provided by the MPS using CCTV footage of residents
leaving the building (MET000080463). Using the evidence, I have collected
from the fire fighter witness statements and LFB command logs, I have
categorised the condition of the stair using the criteria defined in Table 14.5
below.

14.4.90 I have used this data to understand at what point conditions in the stair would
be likely to impact the ability of residents to escape safely. I want to compare
this with evidence provided from firefighters as to when access to specific
floors to undertake their duties, particularly search and rescue, was possible.

14.4.91 I also use this data to compare the evacuation down and the access up the
stairs, with the external conditions from the cladding.

14.4.92 The analysis below is to allow me to understand in more depth how the stairs
were used at critical time slots. I am interested in the first 40 minutes; then
the time from 01:40 to 02:47 at which point the formal Stay Put strategy
ceased; and what happened after that time for residents who were still present
in the Grenfell Tower.

14.4.93 The times at which residents were able to escape provides evidence that
conditions in the stair were sufficiently tenable to permit unprotected persons
to use them, even though they may have been affected or even severely
affected by smoke and heat in their journey down the stairs.

14.4.94 I have compared this with the fire fighter movements, noting they were
wearing protective clothing and breathing apparatus.
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Table 14.5 Criteria for condition of the stair using fire fighter witness statements

Criteria Measure
Accessible to A!
firefighters A

The fire fighter witness statements and command logs do not
identify any obstacles to fire fighters in reaching this level

Smoke logged This level was specifically noted as being affected by smoke at
a specific time in any of the following sources:

• Fire fighter witness statements; or

• LFB command logs (AC Roe MET00005404, AC Ellis
MET00005756 and LFB Record of decisions
LFB00000003)

_
Inaccessible This level is specifically noted in fire fighter witness statements

or the LFB command log as not reachable by fire fighters at a
specific time for one or more of the following reasons:

• Conditions of heat in the stair;

• Conditions of fire in the building;

• Obstacles impeding fire fighter progress; or

• Water supplies not sufficient to permit safe progress
for fire fighters onto the floor.

14.4.95 1 have illustrated the condition of the stair and lobbies based on this evidence
in Figure 14.16 to Figure 14.30 using section drawings (SEA00009461).
These diagrams present information from the time of the first escaping
resident at approximately 00:58 in the morning of 14" June until 16:00 in the
afternoon of 14' June. This was approximately the point at which fire fighters
were gaining access to Level 16, and 8 hours after the final recorded
evacuation from the building.

14.4.96 Relevant excerpts from fire fighter witness statements are included in the
diagrams.
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14.4.97 Position of the Bridgehead relative to conditions of the stair

14.4.98 The Bridgehead, the forward control point for firefighting and search and
rescue operations in a building, is required to be located in a safe air
environment below the level of the fire. The condition of the stair is therefore
relevant to the position of the Bridgehead. Please refer to Section 19 of my
report, and Appendix H for more details of the Bridgehead and how it is
defined and used as part of current firefighting tactics.

14.4.99 In Section 13 Critical Times, I referred to the position of the Bridgehead over
the course of 14th June 2017. I set out the evidence for these positions below.

14.4.100 Between 00:58 and 2:00 the Bridgehead was located at Level 2. Level 4 was
the fire floor at 00:58 therefore the Bridgehead was 2 floors below the fire
floor (Brown, MET00005252, excerpted below). Level 04 remained the
lowest fire floor during this time. This is in accordance with the
recommended firefighting tactics for high rise buildings described in Section
19.

I was concerned the lift may not move as it looked as though it may be overloaded. however, CM
Batterbee, CM Secrett, FF De St Aubin. FF Badillo and I together with many items of equipment loaded
into the lift began making our way to the second floor, two floors below the fire floor to create a
bridgehead. From information already gathered upon arrival and communicated via hand held radio we
had confirmation the fire was indeed in flat 16 located on the fourth floor.

14.4.101 At 02:13 it was moved to Level 3 (Cook, MET00007882)

Whilst outside. I took a photo (Fig.11) at 0215hrs which shows further cladding falling

considerably and shortly afterwards Fig. 12 and 13 at 0217hrs. These show pictures of how

the fire had spread and the falling cladding, which by this point was considerable, meant a

potential breach of the Bridgehead. A breach would mean that the fire had moved below the

Bridgehead, which is supposed to be a position of safety. and cause a lot of problems. The

decision was made very quickly by Richard Welch to move the Bridgehead to the 3 floor,

two floors below where the fire was believed to have been. Policy dictates that a Bridgehead

should be two floors below a fire in a clean safe environment. Fig. 12 also indicated that the

14.4.102

14.4.103

Evidence of movement of Bridgehead to Level 3 from Welch
(MET00007525):

The Bridgehead was held by two (2) Watch Managers — one of whom I now know was Brian O'KEEFE—

who had done a fantastic job but I told them that our BA crews would never make the 24'h floor from

where we were so we needed to move the Bridgehead up. 1 asked a BA crew who had just came out to

draw a floor plan on the wall of the mezzanine to show incoming crews what they would be faced with.

Then I went to the 3 d̀ floor, checked it was safe and decided to move the Bridgehead up there. I was

happy that any BA crews already deployed from the mezzanine would have to pass us on their way back

By 03:08 it had been moved down to ground floor by Goulbourne
(MET00010759) because the Bridgehead on the 3rd floor was compromised
by smoke
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hold this was not possible. All the while there were FSG's coming in reporting persons trapped. We got a

crew into one of the lower floors and I think it was the 4th as well as a call to the flat on the 9,1) or I Id'. The

bridgehead was compromised by smoke so we decided to relocate to the lobby.

14.4.104 As presented in Section14.4.41, smoke was reported in the stair as low as
Level 3 by 01:45.

14.4.105 At 07:30 it was moved to the 411 floor (Graham, MET00005257).

I moved the bridge head up to the 4" floor after photographing the information on the walls as toflats
and casualties and moved up to the forth. I detailed the Supporting staff that :titre managing BA entry and

. . . . . _

14.4.106 At 13:25 it was moved to the 8th Floor (Ellis, MET00005756).

14.4.107

14.4.108

13:25 AC Ellis ‘kalk of incident

0p3 Commander GM Rick Ogden confirmed that Hose management on staircase nearly

complete.

There is a gas fed fire on the 10th floor.

Floors 6.6.7 and have jets working

Moving the bridgehead to the 8'1 floor, feel they are making good progress following hose
management and changing burst lengths.

In Figure 14.31 I have overlaid the Bridgehead position over the relevant
conditions reported in the stair at these times.

The pink hatching in Figure 14.31 indicates the floors below
the so-called lobby sector. The red line indicates the point in
beyond which fire crews were not being committed at the ind
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14.4.109

14.4.110

14.4.111

14.4.112

14.4.113

14.4.114

In accordance with the guidance in the Incident Command manual, the fire
sector is defined as the floors involved in fire, plus one floor above and one
floor below. In Grenfell Tower, as of approximately 02:15 all floors from the
Bridgehead, at this time on Level 03, up to the top of the building were
defined by the Incident Commander (O'Loughlin, MET00005213, excerpt
below) as the fire sector.

I assigned GM Richard Welch to take over as Fire Sector from SM Andy Walton and to use
the WMs and others already at the bridgehead as support, the Fire sector would be the
entire inside of the building from the fire bridgehead to the top.

Operational limitations on breathing apparatus

The Fire and Rescue Authorities typically operate 2 types of Breathing
apparatus:

a) Standard duration breathing apparatus (SDBA, 30-minute air supply)

b) Extended duration breathing apparatus (EDBA, 45-60-minute air supply)

The duration of air indicated above is an indicative figure. Actual duration of
the air supply will depend on breathing rate and exertion of the individual fire
fighters. Eden (MET00008019) states:

"Compressed air is breathed from the set which has a 300 bar cylinder" ...
"Fire Brigade policy states that you must be out of the building with 76 bars
of air remaining, plus or minus 5 bar. The warning whistle sounds at 76 bars,
which is a safety measure."

From Figure 14.31, fire fighters in Grenfell Tower were required to use their
breathing apparatus from the Bridgehead. From Figure 14.31 I have shown
this was not the standard two floors below the fire floor. In the worst case
between 3:08 and 6:31 when the Bridgehead was at ground floor, there were
23 floors between the Bridgehead and the top fire floor (Level 23).

There is evidence of fire fighters not complying with operating procedures
and exhausting their air supply in attempts to assist casualties (Eden,
MET00008019).

"We got to maybe the 16th or 15th floor and did another gauge check. I had
about 23- bar left and Tom had about 50. I said to him that we had to go, as
we didn't have enough air left to get the man out. Tom said for me to go as
he's got enough air

Policy says that you go in as a pair and come out as a pair, so I told Tom that
he had to come with me, as we had to go. He said that I should go

he should have come out with me and I shouldn't have come out without him.
I went and stood by the door again to wait for Tom and after about a minute,
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14.4.117

14.4.118

14.4.119

he came running out with no facemask on, no helmet and no flash hood He
looked confused, as though he wasn't all there and was coughing and
spluttering, not looking very well. He ran straight through the bridgehead,
straight down the stairs to the lobby and straight out of the building.

I asked Tom where his kit was and he said that he had ran out of air on the
10th or 12th floor and just took everything off and dumped it on the floor."

There is evidence of firefighters leaving residents behind for others to rescue
because of breathing apparatus alarms sounding and concerns regarding air
running out.

Eden (MET00008019) and Hoare (MET00008027) both reported they had to
leave casualties on the way down the stair for other firefighters to bring down
because they were running out of air in their BA.

Evidence is also given (Eden, MET00008019) that firefighters were
exceeding the normal safety parameters of their air supply leading to alarms
(whistles) sounding. The alarms then made operations more difficult by
interfering with communication.

"We checked how much air we had left - I had just under 50 bar and Tom
said he had 70 and his warning whistle was going off now as well. The whistle
goes off at 95 decibels, which causes more agitation - as not only are you
running out of air but have a high pitched whining in your ear. We had to
really shout at each other to be heard and had a brief discussion about what
end (of casualty) we had"

On exiting the building breathing apparatus wearers are required to sign in to
the BA control officers. Congestion in the stairs and lobbies as firefighters
were exiting also led to fire fighters exceeding their normal working air
supply while they queued to exit. Eden states:

"There was a queue of fire-fighters at the 5th floor, waiting to exit out on to
the 3rd floor." ... "loads of whistles were going off and I asked what was
going on and was told it was just the queue to get out. I only had 8 bar left,
which is only about a minute of air, so asked i f I could go in front but was told
that everyone was on 10-15 bar, so Ijust waited"

In the early stages of the fire, there is evidence (Eden, MET00008019) that
fire fighters with SDBA sets were being sent further up the building than the
EDBA operators. Therefore, the logistical and operational control of the
different firefighting teams was a complex issue to address alongside
following LFB protocols on health and safety of firefighters. This subject
will be covered in more detail by others and I do not consider this any further
here.

14.4.120 Damage to the stairs compared to recorded external firefighting

14.4.121 As I will discuss in Section 17 and Appendix H of my report, external
firefighting operations were conducted on 14th June 2017.
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14.4.124

14.4.125

14.4.126

14.4.127

14.4.128

14.4.129

14.4.130

Figure 14.32 presents my estimate of the water coverage on the outside of the
building over the whole course of the fire. I have estimated this coverage
based on the positions of firefighting jets observed on 14th June 2017 (Section
5 and 17).

In Figure 14.32 I have overlaid my estimate of the extent of external
firefighting water applied to Grenfell Tower prior to 04:40am (the time at
which all 4 facades are described as fully involved by fire — Section 13) with
the final extent of external fire spread (Section 5 and 12).

On the South and West elevations there appears to be a correlation between
the coverage of externally applied fire-fighting water and the extent of
external fire spread, indicating the external firefighting achieved may have
contributed to limiting the spread of fire below Level 10 on the South
elevation and Level 6 on the West elevation.

A similar pattern is observed on the East elevation with the exception of Flats
6 (i.e. directly above the initial fire in Flat 16). This fire spread may have
occurred prior to the application of external firefighting water at high level
(Please see Section 17).

On the North elevation fire spread has occurred from Level 4 upwards, which
is below the highest level of applied firefighting water over the course of the
night. Again, please refer to Section 17 for a full description of external
firefighting in the early stages of the external fire.

On Figure 14.32 I have also marked Levels 13 — 16, where my post fire
inspection has identified the conditions within the stair as being particularly
severe. I have overlaid this location to compare it with the extent of external
damage and also external fire-fighting water application.

The Level 13 -16 hot zone is primarily above all locations of observed
external firefighting water application. There is an exception on the East
elevation where external water was applied to Levels 13 and 14, the two
lowest levels of the hot zone. As I describe in Section 17, I have observed
evidence of the external water being applied to the East elevation up to Level
14 prior to 02:22. The high reach appliance providing this water appears in
the new position further back reduces to Level 13. Therefore, the overlap of
applied external water to the building at the Levels of the hot zone within the
stair, appears to have been primarily in the early stages of the fire.

The external firefighting may therefore have contributed indirectly to
improving the conditions within the lobbies and stairs at the lower levels in
Grenfell Tower. The effect of slowing the rate of external fire spread, and
consequentially slowing spread to some internal flats, could indirectly have
improved the conditions in the lobbies and so stairs.

This would be due to reducing the ignition of flat fires, thus reduces the
amount of smoke and heat being vented internally from those flats out to the
lobbies and then stairs.
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14.4.131 Finally, I have also over-marked in Figure 14.32, the location I believe the
last 11 residents to evacuate from Grenfell Tower originated from. This is in
Flats 73 and 74 on the Southwest corner and West elevation respectively of
Level 11.

14.4.132 I have described the movement of people within Grenfell Tower in more
detail in 14.4.133 and Section 20 in more detail. However, I have included the
movements of these people specifically here, as their ability to evacuate at
this late time during the fire can also be considered as evidence that the
external fire fighting on the South elevation may have contributed to limiting
the fire spread below Level 11 and so contributed to those flats remaining a
relatively safe zone until that time.

Extent of external
firefighting water

All 11 occupants escaping
between 04:00 and 04:48 were
from flats 73 and 74 on Level 11

Final extent of damage 1.1 Hot zone based on
to external wall post fire observations

Figure 14.32: Estimated extent of external firefighting water coverage prior to
04:40am (Section 17), extent of external fire spread (Section 5, 12) and the hot zone
within the protected stair as described in this Section 14 from post fire inspections.
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14.4.133

14.4.134

14.4.135

14.4.136

14.4.137

14.4.138

14.4.139

14.4.140

Evidence of times of resident movement

Table 14.6 presents an analysis of the evacuation times of residents, based on
the MPS record of exit times taken from CCTV footage of Grenfell Tower
(MET000080463).

Table 14.6 shows evacuation during 7 different times in the fire. The first 3
times correspond to evacuations in the first hour, broken into 3 equal periods
of 20 minutes. The next 3 entries are periods of approximately 1 hour each,
while the final entry is the remainder of the time after 04:47 until the final
resident escapes at 08:07. Against each of these times is noted the number of
people escaping and which floors they escaped from.

Evidence from the LFB thermal imaging cameras identifies that the initial
firefighting teams approached the flat entrance door to Flat 16 at 01:07. By
01:14 the teams were approaching the kitchen where the fire was located and
by 01:21 the team were moving around the kitchen having apparently
extinguished the fire there (please refer to Section 13 for further information
on key timings).

Table 14.6 identifies that 34 residents left the building before 01:20. As noted
in Section 13, by this time the fire had spread to approximately 32m above the
ground on the outside of Grenfell Tower.

110 residents evacuated in the next 20-minute period until approximately
01:40. It is at this time that my review of witness statements, presented above,
has identified that significant smoke logging occurred in the evacuation and
firefighting stair. At 01:40 there were still 150 residents inside the building.

Between 01:39 and 01:58 the evacuation rate slows significantly from 5.5
people/minute to 1 person/minute. This is a reduction of a factor of 5.5.
Between 01:59 and 02:58 the evacuation rate reduces further to 0.4
peopleiminute.

In this time period, 01:39 and 01:58, some LFB crews accessing the Grenfell
Tower were still advising residents to stay in their flats or in another flat on
that floor, consistent with the stay-put policy (for example Foster
1VJET00010084 on Level 18 and Murphy MET00010820 on Level 14).
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Table 14.6: Evidence of evacuation from the upper floors at the start and the end of
the evacuation phase

Time period Residents
evacuated in
time period

Levels from which residents escaped in time
period (no. of occupants from each level in
brackets)

00:58 -01:18 34 3(2), 4(12), 5(2), 6(1), 8(4), 12(1), 13(10) and
Unknown (1)

01:19 - 01:38 I II) 1(6), 2(3), 3(2), 5(10), 6(2), 7(1 l), 8(8), 9(13),
10(3), 11(7), 12(3), 13(7), 14(3), 15(6), 16(6), 17(9),
18(2), 19(3), 20(2), 21(1) and Unknown (3)

01:39 - 01:58 20 1(2), 4(3),6(6), 7(3), 10(1), 11(2), 20(2) and
Unknown (1)

01:59 - 02:58 24 3(4), 5(2), 9(2), 11(1), 12(3), 14(4), 15(1), 19(3),
20(1) and 23(2)

02:59 - 03:55 24 12(5), 15(1), 16(2), 18(8), 21(6) and 22(2)

03:56 - 04:47 9 10(6) and 11(3)

04:48 - 08:07 2 10(1) and 11(1)

14.4.141 Figure 14.33 and Figure 14.34 shows the fire observed in the cladding at
approximately 01:20 and 01:40, to coincide with the end of the first and
second 20 minute periods.
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11

•

41p
•

I,evel 13

85

Level 4

Figure 14.33: Fire on East elevation of the building envelope at 01:22 on 141 June
2017 (MET'00012593)
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14.4.142

'.External Flame
Spread Route 1

Figure 14.34: Fire on East elevation of the building envelope on 14th June 2017,
estimated time 01:36

Bearing in mind that the hot spot identified in the stairs was between Levels
13 and 16, I have drawn the following conclusions from my analysis of this
data:

a) In the first 20 minutes of the fire, occupants were escaping from all floors
up to Level 13 only.

b) Between 01:19 and 01:38, the largest number of evacuations occurred
(110). From my investigation, the fire fighter witness statements describe
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the stairs as being free of smoke at this time. Residents of every floor
escaped during this time, except Levels 4, 22 and 23.

c) Between 01:39 and 01:58, 20 people escaped. The highest floor escaped
from then was Level 20. The occupants of this floor left the building at
01:41, indicating that they may already have been descending the stair as
conditions became significantly worse. The other 18 residents that
escaped in this time period were from Level 11 or below.

d) Between 01:59 and 02:58, the same numbers of people escaped from
above or in the hot zone, 12 people, as did from below the hot zone. This
indicates that conditions on the stair may not have been such that the stair
lights on Level 13 -16 were melting at that time. Temperatures of 150°C
would have caused immediate pain to exposed skin. Therefore, it would
likely have caused a physical and psychological barrier to escape. Further
evidence is required to examine when this hot spot may have occurred.

e) At 02:47, AC Roe changed the evacuation strategy from Stay Put to "all
out". At this time there were still 107 people within the building, however
only 36 of these were ultimately able to evacuate.

0 Between 02:59 and 03:55, 6 people escaped from below the hot spot zone
and 18 people escaped from above. This indicates that conditions on the
stair could not have been such that the stair lights on Level 13 -16 were
melting at that time. Regarding those 18 people:

i. The 8 people escaping from Level 18 were from 3 flats (152, 153
and 155) and all exited between 03:12 and 03:18 (6 minutes), this
was a group of neighbours moving together, rescued by multiple
fire fighters.

ii. The 2 people from Level 22 were from the same flat (195) and both
exited at 03:31.

iii. The 6 people on Level 21 were from 3 flats and all exited between
03:37 and 03:51 (14 minutes).

iv. The 2 people escaping from Level 16 were both from Flat 133 and
exited 03:47.

As indicated in Figure 14.22, at 03:20 the lobby on Level 11 was noted by
firefighter Moore (MET00010081) as being inaccessible due to heat.
Occupants from above Level 11 did manage to escape after this time
(from Levels 16, 21 and 22).

h) As indicated in Figure 14.23, at 03:39 fire fighters were not being
committed above Level 4. After this time, residents are recorded as
escaping from Level 15, 16 and 21, these levels were either in or above
the hot zone identified in Figure 14.11.

i) After 03:56, all 11 evacuations were from below the bottom of the hot
zone at Level 13. Noting that the decision log of AC Roe (MET00005404)
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j)

identifies that there are no active FSG's as of 04:22 it is currently unclear
if these residents were rescued or made their own escape.

Between 03:56 and 04:47 residents escaped from Level 10 in 2 distinct
groups, the first (flat 74) leaving at 04:12 and the second (flat 73) leaving
around 04:20. Three people from Level 11 also evacuated, and these were
also a single family group all leaving at 04:47.

k) After 04:47 there are 2 individuals that escaped independently, from Level
10 at 06:05 and Level 11 at 08:07, both below the hot zone.

I have not yet been able to conclusively determine the time the hot zone
occurred in the stair between Level 13 and Level 16. Evidence from the
resident's witness statements regarding the conditions upon their escape is
required to confirm whether it occurred after 04:00 as the current evidence
indicates, or if it had already in fact occurred by 04:00.

Based on the evidence currently available to me, I do not know which
residents were rescued and who self-evacuated. It is important that this is
investigated in the next phase of the Inquiry. Further I am aware the 999 calls
are being reviewed by other Experts. I would expect that my analysis here and
further analysis by others can be combined in the near future.

14.4.145 Summary of findings

14.4.146 In this section I have presented observations from my post-fire inspection, and
from witness statements of fire fighters, regarding the condition of the stairs
in Grenfell Tower on 14th June 2017. I have also presented an analysis of
movements of escaping residents at specific times.

14.4.147 Below is a summary of the key points presented so far:

a) The fire in the building impacted the stairs on all levels between 4 to the
top level 23.

b) There was significant smoke ingress into the stairs at all levels above
Level 04 after 01:40 and down to Level 02 from 03:20, leading to
escaping residents having their visibility affected and being exposed to
toxic gases and heat.

c) In general, from 0:55 to 01:30 the stairs appear to have been free of smoke
and therefore tenable for escape.

d) Based on witness statements, smoke and hot gases entered the stairs over
the whole height of the stair from approximately 01:40 severely affecting
the ability of residents to escape, and of fire fighters to conduct
firefighting and/or search and rescue operations.

e) At approximately 01:40 the rate of residents leaving the building slowed
as shown in Figure 14.18.
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0 Between 01:40 and 02:47 only an additional 43 residents were able to
escape. At 02:47 AC Roe changed the evacuation strategy from Stay Put
to "all out".

Therefore, at 02:47 there were still 107 people within the building.
Ultimately however only 36 of these were able to evacuate.

h) Between 02:59 and 03:55, 6 people escaped from below the hot zone
(Level 13-16) and 18 people escaped from above. This indicates that
conditions on the stair may not have been such that the stair lights were
melting between Levels 13 and 16, i.e. temperatures over 150°C at this
time.

i) As indicated in Figure 14.22, at 03:20 the lobby on Level 11 was noted by
Moore (MET00010081) as being inaccessible due to heat. However,
occupants from Levels 16, 21 and 22, above Level 11, escaped after this
time.

j) At 03:39 the fire fighters were accessing no higher than Level 4. By 04:20
fire fighters had reached Level 10.

k) After approximately 04:00, no residents escaped from above Level 11.

1) The stairs between Levels 13 and 16 show evidence of high temperatures
(above approximately 150°C as evidenced by the melted lights) which
correlates to witness statements regarding conditions on those levels. I
call this a hot zone.

m) The hot zone in the stair may have prevented its use by residents to escape
unaided via the stair. The hot zone may also have prevented fire fighters
from rescuing residents. Before 04:00 there are a total of 81 residents
confirmed to have evacuated from floors at or above Level 13.

n) Additionally, based on my analysis in Section 12, internal fires progressed
around the building as the external flame front progressed. By 02:47, 61
flats had now been impacted by the external flame front, and that has risen
to 92 flat by 04:00.

o) Between 03:08 — 06:31 the Bridgehead was located at ground level
indicating that the whole height of the stair was not safe without Breathing
Apparatus during this period. Despite these conditions, 35 residents were
able to escape from floors as high as Level 22.

I am aware residents on the higher floors did not feel they were able to
escape downwards as the conditions local to them, were too severe. There
have been reports of people moving upward within the building to a place
of perceived safety. Please refer to Section 14.5 below, and Section 20 of
my report where this issue is analysed further.

My analysis in Sections 14.5 and in Section 20, identifies that the remains
of 35 people, 50% of the fatalities recovered at Grenfell Tower, were
found on Levels 22 and 23 (11 persons on Level 22 and 24 people on

Li)
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Level 23). I believe thirteen of these people were not originally located on
Levels 22 and 23 at the time the fire started.

The impact of fire but particularly smoke and other products of combustion
on the welfare of adults and children who did manage to enter the stair,
require substantial analysis to provide further information regarding the
toxicity of conditions in the stair.

The conditions of the lobbies are also very relevant here, and these are
described in Section 14.6.

14.5 Evidence of people moving up the building

14.5.1 From the MPS record of the locations of deceased persons recovered in
Grenfell Tower (MET00012529), it appears that a number of people had left
their floor of origin and moved up the building instead of escaping
downwards.

14.5.2 I have extracted information from this document (IVIET00012529) to analyse
how people moved in the building and presented this in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 14.7: Movement of fatalities listed by floor of origin

Floor of
origin

Number of
fatalities
originating
on the
floor

Movement from floor of origin

Number of
fatalities who
stayed on the
same floor

Number of
fatalities
who moved
to a higher
floor

Number of
fatalities who
moved to a
lower floor or
outside

11 2 1 1
12
13
14 4 3 1
15 1 1
16 2 2
17 7 6 1
18 6 5 1
19 8 7 1
20 9 2 1 6
21 6 6
22 14 11 2 1
23 11 9 2
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Table 14.8: Movement of fatalities listed by final floor

Final
floor

Number of
fatalities
discovered on the
floor

Number of
fatalities who
stayed on the same
floor

Floor of origin of
fatalities who
moved to this floor
(number of
fatalities from
floor of origin)

Outside 7 11(1), 14(1), 17(1),
19(1), 20(1), 23(2)

9 1 20(1)
11 1 1,
13 2 1 18(1) 20(1)
14 3 3
15 1 1
16 2 2
17 6 6
18 1 1 22(1)
19 3 20(3)
20 2 2
21 6 6
22 11 11
23 24 9 18(5), 19(7), 20(1),

22(2)

14.5.3 The data provided in MET00012529 shows the following movements:

a) 41 fatalities were recovered on their floor of origin, with 29 recovered
from within their flat of origin.

b) 7 fatalities were recovered on a lower floor than their floor of origin or
outside the building.

c) 15 fatalities were recovered on a higher floor than their floor of origin.

d) 7 fatalities were recovered outside of Grenfell Tower.

e) A further two fatalities occurred in hospital at a later date.

14.5.4 The highest number of fatalities (24) on a single floor were recovered from
the 23' floor. This included 5 residents from floor 18 and nine residents from
floor 19, 1 resident from Level 20 and 2 residents from Level 22. Only 9 of
the fatalities recovered from floor 23 had originated from that floor.

14.5.5 All fatalities recovered on floors 18 and 19 had moved away from their floor
of origin.

14.5.6 All fatalities originating from floors 15, 16 and 21 had remained on those
floors, with all but one from floor 17 remaining on that floor.
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14.5.7 None of the fatalities discovered below their floor of origin were located
within a flat. These fatalities were all located within a lobby, the stair, or
outside the building.

14.5.8 Residents on each floor appear to have made different decisions as to whether
to stay in their flats, to move to higher floors or to attempt to escape from the
building. I analyse their movements in detail in Section 20 of my report.

14.6 The protected lobbies

14.6.1 Evidence from the post fire damage site inspection

14.6.2 My team and I inspected the lobbies and fire doors between 7th November
2017 and 9th November 2017. Each lobby was visually inspected. I did not
move or remove for inspection any items during this inspection. Photographs
were taken of areas of note only. Please refer to Appendix C for details of the
post fire building inspection referred to in this section.

14.6.3 To describe the damage observed, I have defined categories of damage.

14.6.4 I have categorised the damage I observed within the lobbies using the same
criteria of soot depositions and heat damage to plastic light fittings I applied
to the stairs. I have also considered damage to surface linings and partitions,
which are more numerous within the lobby. Table 14.9 describes the damage
category, its definition and the criteria applied to the collected evidence for
each category.
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Table 14.9: Lobby damage assessment categories & associated assessment criteria

Damage Category Category Definition Assessment Criteria 1,2

No Damage No relevant damage observed None

Light Damage

There may be smoke deposition on
internal linings, but there is no
physical damage to the fabric of the
building, fixtures, or fittings.

Soot deposition

Medium Damage

There may be physical damage to the

fixtures or fittings, but damage to the
fabric of the building is limited to
bubbled paint on the walls and
ceilings.

Softening or melting of light(s)

Charring or defoimation of plastic smoke
extract switch

Paint bubbled on walls &/or ceiling

Intact flat entrance doors (Table 14.2)

Chan-ing or deformation of Northwest &
Southwest riser coverings 3

Heavy Damage

-

There may be damage to the fabric of
the building.

6

Damage to floor surface cover (revealing
brick floor) 4

Damaged or missing flat entrance doors
(Table 14.2)

Damaged or missing stairway door

Damaged or missing doors and partitions
to centre riser 5

Damaged or missing refuse chute access
door

Damage to plasterboard ceiling — caused
by heat 6

Evidence of spatting of concrete on any 
surface 

I The Medium Damage category may include any of the assessment criterion listed under the Light Damage
category. The Heavy Damage category may include any of the assessment criterion listed under the Medium
Damage category.

21f any one of the criteria listed is met, the area is categorized per the higher damage level.

3 The Northwest and Southwest risers adjacent to the lifts appear to be covered by a chipboard material.

4Floor damage appears to be limited to the floor surface lining; no damage to the brick beneath is observed.
Where floor damage is present, is it in in-egular patterns. NFPA 921 section 6.2.7.8.2 notes "Irregular
patterns are common in situations of post:flashover conditions, long extinguishing times, or building
collapse. These patterns may result from the effects of hot gases, flaming and smouldering debris, melted
plastics, or ignitable liquids."

5The riser on the east of the lobby (referred to herein as "centre riser") appears to be enclosed by partition
walls constructed of plasterboard and separated from the lobby by a fire door (as indicated with signage on
the door).

5A plasterboard ceiling is installed near the flat entrance doors on the north and south of each lobby. It was
observed that the plasterboard ceiling has been removed by others in several locations post-fire. "Damage to
plasterboard ceiling — caused by heat" refers to damage that appears to have been caused by heat, as

indicated by the damage of the associated metal framing and/or soot deposition on the slab above.

14.6.5 I have categorised the damage to stairway doors, flat entrance doors, and
refuse chute doors using the damage definitions in Table 14.2. The damage of
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these doors serve as criteria in the lobby damage assessment. Samples of
doors for each classification are provided in Figure 14.7.

14.6.6 I have provided examples in Figure 14.8. Figure 14.9 and Figure 14.10 to
illustrate the lobby damage records from my site inspection for Levels 4, 13
and 23. I have assessed Levels 03 — 23 of Grenfell Tower; full details are
provided in Appendix C.

14.6.7 Observed damage to the lobbies

14.6.8 Figure 14.35 summarises the observations made in the north and south side of
each lobby. The colour indicates the damage categorization per the definitions
described in Table 14.9.

14.6.9 As well as comparing the relative damage between lobbies on different levels,
I have compared the damage between the north side and south side of each
lobby. This has been done to identify if significantly different conditions are
likely to have been experienced by escaping occupants and fire fighters on
different sides of the building. This is relevant because it may indicate
different severities of compartment fires in the flats on one side of the
building compared to the other.

14.6.10 Table 14.10 describes the types of damage observed on each level.

1 4.6.1 1 It is evident that significant damage is present across the whole lobby from
Level 10 to the top of the building. Between Level 5 and Level 9 the damage
in the lobbies is less on the south side, compared to the north side.

14.6.12 This indicates that the conditions on the south side of the building during the
fire may have been less severe.

14.6.13 This observation agrees with the observations of damage to the building
envelope (MET00012593), where the North elevation of the building
envelope shown significant damage down to Level 3, while damage on the
South elevation of the building envelope is only significant from Level 10
upward. (See Section 4 and Figure 14.35)

14.6.14 The plasterboard ceilings installed in the areas around the flat doors on the
north and south ends of the lobbies are partially or completely collapsed on all
floors from 10 to 23, except in Level 15 where the ceilings are damaged to a
lesser extent than on the adjacent floors.
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(a) South building envelope of Grenfell Tower, UAV
image taken on 10/06/2017 (MET00012593)

P

Lobby Damage

• Heavy Damage

pi Medium Damage

p Light Damage

r No Damage

South North

(b) North — South Lobby damage observations (SEA00009461)

Figure 14.35: Comparison of externally observed damage to (a) North and (c) South elevations with damage recorded to internal lobbies

(c)North building envelope of Grenfell Tower, UAV
image taken on 10/06/2017 (MET00012593)
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Table 14.10: Summary of damage observed on each level

Level Area Evidence Observed

Ground
North None
South None

I
North None
South None

2
North None
South None

3
North None
South None

4
North Soot deposition
South Soot deposition

S

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling (L5-084), flat 26
entrance door is missing

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to smoke extract switch

6
North None
South None

7

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, missing Northwest riser covering, missing flat 44 and 45
entrance doors, damaged refuse chute door, damage to
plasterboard ceiling (L7-702)

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, damage to
smoke extract switch

8

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling (L8-719), missing flat 55
and 56 entrance doors

South Soot deposition

9

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling, damage to Northwest
riser covering, missing flat 65 and 66 entrance doors 1

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to smoke extract switch

I 0

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling, missing Northwest riser
covering, damaged centre riser door, missing flat 74, 75, and 76
entrance doors, damaged refuse chute door

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling, missing Southwest riser
covering, damage to central riser partition, damaged centre riser
door, damage to smoke extract switch, damaged stair door
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Level Area Evidence Observed

I I

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling, missing Northwest riser
covering, damage to floor surface cover, missing flats 84 and 86
entrance doors, damage to centre riser door, damage to centre riser
partition

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling, damage to smoke
extract switch, damaged stair door, flat 81 entrance door missing,
damage to centre riser door

1 ')

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor suiface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Northwest riser covering, missing flats 94 and 96
entrance door, damaged refuse chute door

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to flat 93 entrance door, missing flats 91
and 92 entrance doors, damage to centre riser partition

13

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, damage to centre riser partition, damage to centre riser
door, missing flat 104 and 105 entrance doors, missing centre riser
door, damaged refuse chute door

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Southwest riser covering, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to centre riser partition, damage to centre
riser door, damage to centre riser partition, missing stair door,
missing flat 101, 102, and 103 entrance doors

14

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Northwest riser covering, damage to centre riser
partition, missing centre riser door, missing flats 114, 115, and 116
entrance doors, damaged refuse chute door

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Southwest riser covering, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to centre riser partition, missing centre
riser door, missing stair door, missing flat 111 and 112 entrance
doors

-,

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, missing flats 123, 124 and 125 entrance doors

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to smoke extract switch, missing flats 121 and
122, and 123 entrance doors, damaged Southwest riser cover
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Level Area Evidence Observed

16

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing flat 134, 135, and 136 entrance doors, damaged
Northwest riser cover, damaged centre riser partition, missing
centre riser door, damaged refuse chute door

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Southwest riser covering, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to centre riser partition, missing flat 131
and 132 entrance doors, missing stair door, damaged centre riser
partition, missing centre riser door

1 7

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling, damaged Northwest
riser covering (with part of it missing), missing flat 144, 145, and
146 entrance doors

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to plasterboard ceiling, damage to Southwest
riser covering, damage to smoke extract switch, missing flats 141,
142, and 143 entrance doors

18

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Northwest riser covering, damage to centre riser
partition, missing centre riser door, missing flat 154, 155 and 156
entrance doors, damaged refuse chute door

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Southwest riser covering, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to centre riser partition, missing centre
riser door, missing stair door, missing flats 151, 152 and 153
entrance doors

19

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, damage to Northwest riser covering, damage to centre
riser partition, missing centre riser door, flats 164, 165, and 166
entrance doors missing, damaged refuse chute door

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor smface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Southwest riser covering, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to centre riser partition, missing centre
riser door, damaged stair door, flat 161, 162, and 163 entrance
doors missing

20

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Northwest riser covering, missing centre riser
door, damage to centre riser partition, missing flats 174, 175 and
176 entrance doors, damaged refuse chute doors
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1 xv el Area Evidence Observed
_
South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights

damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, damage to Southwest riser covering, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to centre riser partition, missing centre
riser door, missing stair door, missing flats 171, 172 and 173
entrance doors

21

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Northwest riser covering, damage to centre riser
partition, missing centre riser door, missing flats 184, 185 and 186
entrance doors, damaged refuse chute door

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Southwest riser covering, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to centre riser partition, missing centre
riser door, missing stair door, missing flats 181, 182, and 183
entrance doors

22

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Northwest riser covering, damage to centre riser
partition, missing centre riser door, missing flats 194, 195, and 196
entrance doors, damaged refuse chute door

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Southwest riser covering, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to centre riser partition, missing centre
riser door, missing stair door, missing flats 191, 192 and 193
entrance doors

23

North Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Northwest riser covering, damage to centre riser
partition, missing centre riser door, missing flats 204, 205 and 206
entrance doors, damaged refuse chute doors

South Soot deposition, paint bubbled on walls and ceiling, lights
damaged, damage to floor surface cover, damage to plasterboard
ceiling, missing Southwest riser covering, damage to smoke
extract switch, damage to centre riser partition, missing centre
riser door, missing flats 201, 202, and 203 entrance doors, missing
stair door
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14.6.15 Evidence from the fire fighter witness statements

14.6.16 I have reviewed the fire fighter witness statements for evidence regarding the
condition of the lobbies on the 14th June 2017.

14.6.17 I have found some specific references to the conditions in lobbies which are
described below. These observations have been included in Figure 14.16 to
Figure 14.30

14.6.18 As part of the initial attendance to the fire in Flat 16, Dorgu (MET000086037)
reported that the Level 4 lobby was clear of smoke on arrival at
approximately 01:00. By 01:25 Dorgu had visited Level 7 and reported that
there was wispy smoke present in the lobby.

"I went up to the fourth floor and found which flat it was by feeling that the
front door was warm. I don't recall there being any smoke at this point. I
think it was flat 116 on the fourth floor. I plugged into the dry-riser as it was
a protected stairwell. I think we set-in on the fourth and also plugged in on
the third. We would normally use dry riser on the floor below but as there
were no signs of smoke or fire we went in on the forth.

I think it was Justin that said to me that a woman was complaining of fire on
the seventh floor. I said to him smoke or fire as smoke can travel and said
definitely fire.

The pram got left behind but I don't think anybody died on the sixth floor but
that's because they got out early. I had a feeling that things were getting bad.
I knew it wasn't good. It was smoky in the flat but just wisps in the lobby. Not
too dark and no BA at this point. I was going up and down. It seemed like
everyone was getting out the four or five flats so I went downstairs."

14.6.19 At approximately 01:25, Badillo (MET00010080) is reported to have reached
Level 15 and reported that the lobby on this level was smoke logged. I have
estimated this time as Badillo states that he left the building when the
message "make pumps 20" was passed to the fire control operators, i.e. 01:29
(LFB00000003).

14.6.20 At approximately 01:30 Dorgu and several other fire fighters (including
Badillo) began to make their way to Level 20 to undertake a rescue of a
resident. By approximately 01:45 they arrived at the Level 20 lobby. At this
time, Dorgu reported that the lobby was clear of smoke, however the target
flat was smoke logged. Dorgu does not record any firefighting operations
being undertaken.

"It took maybe fifteen minutes to get up there. It got darker as we got higher,
it was never ending, I'm pretty sure the lights weren't on but the twentieth
was bright light. Chris was in the doorway holding it open for me and he was'
knackered They went in and searched any anyway I stayed outside on the
radio. I was trying and tiying and trying to get on the radio. Chris went into
the lobby and it was totally clear of smoke.
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The smoke in the fiat didn't seem to bad but when you're in BA in the dark it's
hard to tell. "

14.6.21 On arrival on Level 20 shortly afterwards, at approximately 02:00, Eden
(MET00008019, excerpted below) reported lobby conditions to be smoke
logged with very poor visibility "like a wall of smoke" but heat "not too bad'
and "The smoke was blacker, thicker and denser and I literally couldn't see
an inch in front of my face."

There was no noise - it was completely silent and very eerie. It felt like we were alone and it was

abnormal to not hear any noise, especially from the radios. I didn't realise that the radios weren't working

at this time even though I would normally expect there to be a fair amount of radio traffic. The smoke was

blacker, thicker and denser and I literally couldn't see an inch in front of my face. Black smoke tends to

mean that materials such as plastic and textiles are burning. We stopped and we were deciding what to do

14.6.22 Lobby 20 conditions were not tenable for residents (Eden MET00008019)
"(Resident of Floor 20) said that it was horrible and he couldn't breathe."

14.6.23 Also at approximately 02:00, Upton reported conditions in the Level 19 lobby
as follows: "same as the stair. I couldn't see any actual flames but there was
thick, heavy, dense smoke and it was really hot" (MET00007524)

14.6.24 Hippel was also part of the initial attendance to the fire at Flat 16
(MET000083300). While firefighting is being undertaken in Flat 16, Hippel
reports moving to Levels 5 and 6 due to reports of smoke. He records that
smoke was entering the Level 5 lobby from underneath one of the flat doors,
and that the Level 6 lobby was filled with thick black smoke.

14.6.25 This is a discrepancy between Hippel's statement and my observations on
site. As indicated in Figure 14.35(b) and Table 14.10, my inspection of the
Level 6 lobby showed no specific damage and no evidence of significant
smoke logging. At this time, I have no explanation for this discrepancy other
than he was unclear of his location due to conditions at the time.

14.6.26 Hippel then reports moving to Level 16 where the lobby was also smoke
logged with zero visibility. Hippel reports leaving Grenfell Tower by
approximately 01:30, and therefore this is evidence of significant smoke
logging on lower and higher levels of the building in the first 30 minutes of
the fire.

14.6.27 Murphy (MET00010820) reports being tasked to move to Level 14 to respond
to a fire survival guidance call (FSG). This statement identifies that smoke
was present with poor visibility on Level 14 at this time. Murphy reported
leaving the building by approximately 02:26 and therefore I have estimated
that the poor conditions on Level 14 had occurred by approximately 0:200 -
02:15.

14.6.28 Archer arrived at Grenfell Tower at approximately 01:05. Archer's statement
(M1ET00008001, excerpted below) identifies that on arrival he undertook
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some external activities, before being sent to Level 6 to undertake firefighting
operations. This is recorded as being because one of the officers on site was
concerned that fire was spreading up the building. Archer reports that his
team connected to the dry rising outlet on Level 5 in accordance with the
standard high rise firefighting approach (Section 3) and moved up to Level 6.

14.6.29 The Level 6 lobby was reported as clear of smoke on arrival. On opening the
flat door, the lobby rapidly filled with smoke. Archer also records that the
hose passing through the stair door permitted smoke to enter the stair from the
Level 6 lobby. As noted above, my observations of the Level 6 lobby after the
fire do not identify significant damage or smoke logging. At this time, I have
no explanation for this discrepancy with the witness statements.

"Myself and Tom then forced it open and wedged aur bodies into the entrance
so it wouldn't close back again. The windows must have been open to have
made this happen. As soon as we wedged the door open thick black smoke
came out, and filled the lobby area, the visibility was bad, I couldn't see the
stairwell door.
The hose on the 611' floor came from the outlet on the fifth floor, not the sixth.
This was a problem because the stainvel I filled with smoke from the sixth
floor because the hose prevented the door to the stairwell closing
,
Me and Torn made our way back down the stairwell. I don't know how long I
was in there for, the BA board would probably tell you that information, but I
don't know myseff. At this point residents were coming down the stairwell,
and at this time the stairwell was filling up with smoke."

14.6.30 O'Donoghue records (MET000080591, excerpted below) that he was tasked
with attending Level 12 in response to an FSG call. I have estimated that he
reached Level 6 by approximately 01:40. O'Donoghue records that the stairs
had no light and were getting hotter as he ascended. This statement records
that O'Donoghue checked each of the lobbies from Level 6 to Level 10 and
reported that all of them contained smoke that was hotter than the stairs.
O'Donoghue then records encountering 3 residents requiring assistance in the
stairs and therefore did not reach Level 12.

"The conditions in the stairwell were very hot and it got hotter as we
ascended. On every floor we would open the door into the lobby area to see if
there were any casualties, and the lobby areas were hotter than the stairs.
Some of the doors had been blocked open by discarded equipment which was
letting smoke in."

14.6.31 Hoare's statement (MET00008027, excerpted below) indicates an arrival time
of approximately 02:04 and heading to Level 12. This statement describes the
conditions in the Level 12 lobby as zero visibility with hot smoke but no
flames. Visibility was reported as only possible when on hands and knees, i.e.
below the smoke layer. After retreating from Level 12 Hoare reports moving
to Level 10 where the heat is described as "incredible" and much worse than
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Level 12. On Level 10, Hoare reports that visibility was only possible when
lying flat on the ground.

"Al head height, it was pitch black no visibility on the (12th floor) lobby,
completely pitch black and the temperature within the lobby was very hot but
there was no flame, just smoke and heat. I did not see any flame inside the
building at all. As I opened the door "the heat hit me, it was so hot, and there
was no visibility until we got on our hands and knees where at least we could
see in front of us. I could make out where the lift was and the door to the lift
was closed. There was an enforcer just by the entrance into the lobby door
which I picked up as I entered the lobby area and we went down on our hands
and knees.

On the 10th floor, the door to the lobby which I opened was afire door, self-
closing and was closed on arrival.

I pulled the door towards me to open it and the heat was incredible. It was
nothing like the 12th floor because it was much worse.

When the heat hit us and it felt just like opening an oven door.

whilst I kept the door opened wedge open, Matt came round me to crawl
forward into the landing.

Although it was smoky in the staircase it was not as smoky as it was in the
lobby."

14.6.32 In the statement by Moore (MET00010081), conditions on Levels 11 were
reported to be untenable due to smoke and heat such that the team had to
retreat immediately from the lobby. A second approach was reported to have
been made shortly afterwards that also resulted in an immediate retreat from
the lobby due to heat. I have estimated from the witness statement that Moore
attended the fire shortly after 03:00

14.6.33 Evidence from photographic evidence in the lobbies during the fire

14.6.34 Footage taken by residents indicates the conditions in the 5th floor lobby at
01:20, replicated in Figure 14.36. This example shows the loss of visibility of
the escape route through the lobby, even though the lights were still operating.
(MET00012593)
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11 I Flat 23 Grenfell Tower. 16 I Flat 21 Greek, Tower.

Figure 14.36: Smoke in Level 5 lobby at 01:20 (MET00012593)

14.6.35 Stills taken from CCTV footage (MET00012593), reproduced in Figure 14.37
to Figure 14.40, identify the changing conditions in the lobby of Level 7 at
01:40, 03:00 and 03:36. The conditions at 03:36 (Figure 14.40) indicate that
the lighting has either failed, the CCTV camera has malfunctioned or
complete obscuration of the light has occurred due to thick black smoke.
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Figure 14.37: Level 7 lobby - Before the fire (MET00012593)

Figure 14.38: Level 7 lobby at 01:40 (MET00012593)
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Figure 14.39: Level 7 lobby at 03:00 (MET00012593)

Figure 14.40: Level 7 lobby at 03:36 (MET00012593)
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14.6.36 Evidence of damage within the lobbies

14.6.37 I have reviewed evidence from witness statements and from post fire
photographs of the lobbies on floors affected by fire to identify, if possible,
whether burning items located within the lobbies may have contributed to the
conditions experienced by fire fighters and escaping residents.

14.6.38 There are 2 key potential sources of fire load in the lobbies:

a) Gas pipes

b) Unauthorised storage of materials

14.6.39 As described in Appendix K (Gas Supply), the building was supplied with gas
for domestic use. Flats 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 on each level were supplied by separate
gas risers (1 per flat) passing vertically upward through each flat. These
supplies did not interact with the lobbies.

14.6.40 A retrofitted main was installed in the stair with distribution pipes installed in
the lobby to serve Flat 2 on the following levels: 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 16, 17 and 21. An example is provided in Figure 14.41.

14.6.41 AS described in Appendix K the works to enclose the lateral distribution
pipes through the lobbies was started but not complete on the 14th June 2017.
Only the Level 5 lateral distribution pipe had been enclosed, on all other
Levels the enclosure had not yet been constructed. I have also not found any
evidence regarding a fire performance specification for the installed
construction. At the time of my inspection there was construction enclosing
the lateral gas distribution pipe on Level 5 (Appendix K).

14.6.42 The condition of these gas pipes is currently unknown. It is also unknown if
this pipe may have leaked gas into one or more of the lobbies, contributing to
the severity of the fire in those locations. This requires expert evidence to
resolve.

14.6.43 There is no evidence in the firefighter witness statements reviewed to date of
gas fires being observed in lobbies. All references to gas fires identify them
occurring within flats for example the following witness statement by Ellis
(MET00007693):
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Our main issue now with the fires, right up to the stage I left, were that most of the remaining fires in the

building were gas fed fires. Where boilers or cookers had been destroyed by the fire, you literally had a

gas pipe sticking up with a flame coming out of it in the middle of a room and it would be a desolate

room with nothing else left to burn but just the gas flame burning in the middle of the room. We could not

knock those fires out because that would cause a gas explosion hazard so the only way forward was to

isolate the gas. To facilitate this! committed a crew into the basement to see if we could isolate the gas in

the basement as there were some isolation valves in there but that was just at the same time as reports of

quite a few really loud banging noises in the building were heard and we thought maybe a few floors are

going. Because of this I ordered an evacuation of all personnel from the building and then we were out for

some time while we methodically assessed the stability of the building. In the interim the Gas board

started digging up the road in three separate places to isolate the various gas supplies to the building. We

did try to commit crews again into the basement to isolate the gas but the gas board at this stage and

following the previous evacuation of the building did not want to commit staff to the basement of the

building.

14.6.44 Please refer to Appendix K where I have presented the evidence from witness
statements regarding gas fires within the building in detail.

Figure 14.41: Unprotected gas distribution pipe in Level 4 lobby

14.6.45 The MPS took photographs in each of the lobbies immediately after the fire
(METS00017072, METS00017081 and METS00019286).

14.6.46 My review of these photographs does not identify substantial evidence of
items burning within the lobby. I have also visually inspected each lobby
during my post fire inspections in November 2017, as described in Appendix
C.

14.6.47 Other than specific internal linings (chipboard, paper on plasterboard, paint,
and uPVC door architraves, foam insulation to pipes), which may have been a
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minor fuel load for fire in the common lobbies, I have not found evidence of a
significant fuel load in the common lobbies. Please see below for specific
examples.

14.6.48 Figure 14.42 (IVCETS00016987) and Figure 14.43 (from my post-fire
inspection in November 2017) shows the Level 12 common lobby on the
south side of the building. The debris present in this image is primarily the
remains of the plasterboard ceilings and supports falling from above.

14.6.49 Figure 14.44 and Figure 14.45 show the north and south sides of the lobby
(respectively) on Level 13. These photographs were also taken by the MPS
immediately after the fire, and show damaged plasterboard ceilings, damaged
UPVC door architraves, and damaged riser covers. Two damaged metal chairs
are observed in the level 13 lobby, as shown in Figure 14.44.

14.6.50 There is no evidence observed in the MPS photographs reviewed to date that
significant fuel load was generally present within the lobbies.

14.6.51 Therefore, most of the heat in the lobbies probably originated from other
locations — i.e. from the flats.

14.6.52 Hot gases could enter the lobby from flats through flat entrance doors that
were either left open or failed during the fire; I have illustrated this
schematically in Figure 14.46.

14.6.53 My post fire inspection identified that the lobbies on levels 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 15
did not exhibit damage caused by heat. All other floors exhibited at least one
area where the plasterboard ceiling was damaged by heat.
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F1-771asterboard
Lceiling damaged

Dry rising main
outlet damaged

t Damaged uPVC1
architraves
around door _I

Remains of ceiling
and/or wall linings

Figure 14.42: Level 12 common lobby (south), photograph taken towards flat 93
(METS00017072)
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4 

_
Suspended
ceiling damaged i

Light fitting
damaged

Wall linings (paint
and tiles)
destroyed

Melted uPVC
architraves around door

Flat entrance door
where heat and smoke
vented from

Figure 14.43: Level 12 lobby taken from central portion of lobby

' Damage around
dry rising main
outlet

Suspended
ceiling destroyed

Services enclosure
destroyed

Wall linings (paint
and tiles)
destroyed

Flat entrance door
where heat and smoke
vented from

Figure 14.44: Example of how damage caused in lobby by smoke and heat venting
from apartments through narrow corridor on Level 13 (South side) (METS00017081)
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Destroyed
plasterboard
ceiling

Refuse chute
door still present

Damaged northwest
riser cupboard
(chipboard)

Remains of tiles from
wall coverings

Flat entrance
door missing

Figure 14.45: Level 13 common lobby (north), photograph taken towards flat 105
and 106 (METS00019286)
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Flame and heat
vented from
apartment, funnelled
by narrow corridor
enclosure towards
central lobby & stair

4111 

FLAME ANO
HOT SMOKE

pe,.11.1  VENTING FROMAPARTMENTS
TO THE LOBBY

0141

Dry riser

Ob. •

01:10

Flame and heat
vented from
apartment, funnelled
by narrow corridor
enclosure towards
central lobby & stair

Figure 14.46 Illustration of heat and smoke venting from apartments to the lobby
(based on SEA00010474)

14.6.54 I observed severe damage in the narrow corridors leading to the flat entrance
doors; I have provided examples for Levels 12, 13 and 16 in Figure 14.47,
Figure 14.48 and Figure 14.44. Figure 14.49 shows the conditions in the
central portion of the Level 12 lobby.

14.6.55 Figure 14.50 presents an example of damage inside the flat directly in front of
the flat door observed in Flat 185 on Level 20 from my post fire inspection.
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Suspended
ceiling destroyed

No venting above
ceiling level

Wall linings (paint
and tiles)
destroyed

Flat entrance door
where heat and smoke
vented from

Figure 14.47: Example of how damage caused in lobby by smoke and heat venting
from apartments through narrow corridor on Level 16 (South side) (METS00016987)

Suspended
ceiling destroyed

No venting above
ceiling level

Damage around
dry fire main outlet

Wall linings (paint
and tiles)
destroyed

Flat entrance door
where heat and smoke
vented from

Figure 14.48: Example of how damage caused in lobby by smoke and heat venting
from apartments through narrow conidor on Level 12 (South side) (METS00017072)
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Paint bubbled and
smoke stained, but
not destroyed

Light fitting
destroyed

Water services
cupbord and doors
damaged, but not
destroyed

Figure 14.49: Example of post-fire conditions in Level 12 lobby (Central portion)

Spa!ling of concrete
directly above flat
entrance door

Destroyed service.'
enclosure

Service enclosure
destroyed directly opposite
flat entrance door

Figure 14.50: Example of damage around entrance door to Flat 175 on Level 20
(post-fire inspection, 08/11/17)
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14.6.56 The fire main was also located within these narrow corridors; which sustained
heavy damage. I have included in Figure 14.51 an example of the damage
sustained surrounding the fire main that fire fighters were attempting to
access during the fire.

14.6.57 Figure 14.52 shows the dry rising main outlet on Level 14, taken during my
post fire inspection. It indicates the damage around the outlet, and a fire hose
attached indicating that firefighters attempted to use this outlet at some point
during 10 June 2017.

Wall linings (paint, tiles,
drylining) destroyed

Ibry risingmain outle-tl-

Heavy soot oni
all surfaces 

Floor surfacedamagedl_

Figure 14.51 Damage surrounding fire main located on Level 19
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Figure 14.52: Damage around dry rising main outlet on Level 14, where a hose was
attached

14.6.58 Other potential vertical routes for fire and smoke spread to the common
lobbies include the protected stairway, lift hoist way, refuse chute, and service
risers.

14.6.59 In my post fire inspection and from review of MPS photographs I have not
found evidence that smoke spread to the lobbies from the refuse chute or
service risers located within the central core (Figure 14.51) with the exception
of the smoke ventilation system which is described in Appendix J.
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Plasterboard
ceiling missing

No fire damage within
refuse chute

Refuse chute door
damaged but still in
place

Flat entrance
door missing

Figure 14.53 Level 10 refuse chute — showing no fire damage within the refuse
chute.

14.6.60 Performance of the protected lobbies

14.6.61 In this section, I have presented observations from a post fire inspection, and
from witness statements of fire fighters and residents, regarding the condition
of the lobbies in Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017.

14.6.62 In summary:

a) Based on witness statements, smoke and hot gasses entered lobbies on
several levels of the building early in the fire (i.e. before 01:20) affecting
the ability of residents to escape, and of fire fighters to conduct
firefighting and/or search and rescue operations.

b) Conditions in individual lobbies changed over time, becoming more or
less severe. This is based on fire fighter witness statements identifying
specific lobbies as being impassable, but then the evidence available to at
this stage confirms residents escaped from those levels.

c) There is evidence that the conditions in the lobbies influenced LFB
command decisions regarding the position of the Bridgehead and where
fire fighters could be committed to.

d) There is no evidence of substantial amounts of combustible materials
being stored within the lobbies that contributed materially to fire
conditions in the lobby.

e) There was no evidence of flame or smoke passage via the refuse chute.

t) There is evidence of damage caused by fire and smoke in lobbies on all
levels between 4 and 23, except Level 6.
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Between Levels 4 and 17 there are differences in the levels of damage to
the lobbies as can be seen in the floor by floor analysis in Appendix C.
The common lobbies on levels 6, 8, and 15 are relatively lightly damaged
compared to the floors above and below. The common lobby on level 10
is more severely damaged compared to the floors above and below.

h) Damage to the plasterboard ceilings due to heat was identified on all
levels for 7 to 23, except Level 15. Noting that the stair door on Level 15
was observed in my inspection to be intact (Figure 14.11).

i) The lobbies on level 18 and above are consistently severely damaged.

j) Damage to north side of lobbies was worse than to the south side on
Levels 5, 7, 8 and 9.

k) Fire damage to the lobbies was concentrated around the flat doors, as can
be seen in the floor by floor analysis in Appendix C. Smoke and heat
from the flat entrance doors was vented to the lobbies, evident from the
severe damage in the narrow corridors the doors opened onto.

1) The fire main was located within the narrow enclosure, 6m from the stair
door directly outside the entrance door of Flat 3 on each level. Therefore,
smoke and heat venting from a flat entrance door because of a flat fire
vented directly in front of the fire main. I have recorded severe damage
around the fire mains on multiple levels.

m) In the next phase of this investigation I recommend that some
consideration is given to the psychological effect on people of smoke
filled lobbies as it pertains to their decision to try to escape or to stay in
place and await rescue. This includes where smoke had impacted other
residents in the lobby or in the stair physically, before any evacuation
attempt by neighbouring residents occurred.

14.7 Lobby & stair smoke ventilation

14.7.1 As described in Section 16 and Appendix J, the smoke ventilation system has
the function of protecting the stair from smoke ingress for evacuation and
firefighting. It also assists in maintaining tenable conditions in the lobby on
the fire floor.

14.7.2 Having an operating lift in a lift lobby, with the ability to clear smoke in that
lobby also, would have had a particularly important role for rescue.

14.7.3 A smoke ventilation system is intended to control any smoke entering the
lobby in the event of a fire in a single flat and so prevent that smoke from
entering the stair. It is only intended to operate on the floor where the fire
occurs. The system is not designed for multiple fires on multiple floors,
therefore the smoke ventilation system would be overwhelmed by a whole
building fire and so fail to prevent smoke from entering the stair.
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14.7.4 Firefighter controls are provided for some smoke ventilation systems, in the
event they wish to switch off the system, and then switch it on elsewhere
during their firefighting and rescue activities.

14.7.5 Evidence from post fire-site inspection

14.7.6 During the inspection between the 7th and 9'h November, I inspected the
smoke ventilation system components for evidence of how it may have
operated on the 141h June 2017. The results of this inspection, and the design
of the smoke ventilation system are detailed in Appendix J. Where I require
further physical or witness evidence regarding the operation of the smoke
ventilation system I have noted this throughout.

14.7.7 As described in Appendix J, the smoke shaft on the south side of the lobby
was served by extract fans at level 2. The smoke shaft on the north side of the
lobby was served by extract fans at roof level. Therefore, assuming a normal
activation of the system for a fire on a single floor I would expect to see
evidence of smoke as follows:

a) In the North shafts, upward from the fire floor; and

b) In the South shafts, downward from the fire floor.

c) Stair roof vent; - no smoke venting intended; this is to provide inlet air
only.

14.7.8 If the automatically opening vents (AOV) opened on only one lobby floor (as
per the design) then because the system was designed to draw smoke up
through one set of risers (north) and down through the other set of risers
(south) — only one floor (the fire floor) should exhibit smoke staining/deposits
in both shafts.

14.7.9 However, inspection of the shafts identified smoke deposits within all 4 shafts
on Levels 7 to 11. This could therefore indicate multiple A0Vs may have
been open during the fire venting smoke to the shafts on multiple levels.
(Photos of the A0Vs and smoke shafts are in Appendix C).

14.7.10 This could have occurred due to manual intervention, due to erroneous
activation of the automatic system, or through damage to the individual
dampers. I note here that the firefighter witness statements state that the
smoke ventilation system was not working on the night of the fire. Physical
evidence regarding the position of the A0Vs in the immediate aftermath of
the fire is therefore required.

14.7.11 As I have described in Section 4 and Appendix J, the smoke ventilation
system was provided with an override facility which could have allowed fire
fighters to change the floor on which the smoke ventilation system was
operating.

14.7.12 Using this facility, the smoke ventilation system could still only operate on a
single floor at any one time.
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14.7.13 It is not clear based on the evidence available to me, whether firefighters
would have to physically access each floor in order to change the floor of
operation or whether this could be achieved from the master control panel.

14.7.14 Additionally, regarding the permanent vent at the head of the stair as shown in
Figure 14.54 through Figure 14.57 inclusive, although not intended to vent
smoke, from the fire fighter witness statements and my post fire site
inspection, there is physical evidence of smoke being present within the stair.

14.7.15 The aerial photograph in Error! Reference source not found. taken shortly
after the fire show apparent smoke and heat damage around the stair vent at
roof level.

14.7.16 I have also included my photographs from my site investigation which shows
staining/particulates on the external louvre of the stair vent and also apparent
heat damage/charring to materials on the underside of the lid to the roof top
vent.

14.7.17 Analysis of deposits on the stair vent should be undertaken to provide
physical evidence of the nature of these deposits and if they were formed in a
combustion process.

14.7.18 I have included a photograph of the inside the stair at Level 23, the walls of
which show relatively light soot deposits. The plastic lights remained intact at
the level 23 half landing (Appendix C) indicating that the smoke at this level
was not very hot. The very dark soot deposits appear to end at the underside
of the stair flight at Level 23.

14.7.19 Had the lobby ventilation system operated, it could be expected that air would
be drawn down through the stair vent at roof level. How the smoke moved up
through the stair, and also how the smoke interacted with what may have been
inlet air down through the stair vent, at level 23 is of importance. The
movement of air, heat and smoke within the stair, and within the lobbies
requires further investigation by a computational fluid dynamics expert.

14.7.20 Whilst it appears that some quantity of smoke may have vented from the stair
vent at roof level, the movement of air and smoke within the lobbies shall
require further Expert investigation.
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Lift Plant
a
Room Vents

Stair Permanently
Open Vent -
apparent smoke/heat
damage surrounding
vents

deposits from
external fire

East Elevation

Lobby North Shaft Vent

North Elevation

Figure 14.54: Pennanent vent at the head of the stair shortly after the fire
(MET00012593)

Deposits of black
partiuclate on
stair vent louvres

Figure 14.55: Permanent vent at the head of the stair, exterior view at the time of my
site visit
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Figure 14.56: Permanent vent at head of stair, interior view at the time of my site
visit
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Figure 14.57: Permanent vent at the head of the stair, Level 23
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14.7.21 Observations of North shafts (venting upward to roof level)

14.7.22 Figure 14.58, Figure 14.59, Figure 14.61 and Figure 14.62 show the rooftop
weather protection enclosure and topmost part of the smoke vent shaft. Figure
14.60 indicates the point of view of the photograph in Error! Reference
source not found.. At the time of my inspection, the fan in Error! Reference
source not found. was still able to spin. Only partial smoke deposits were
observed within the smoke vent shaft. The dark patches on the inside of the
weather protection enclosure shown in Figure 14.62 appear to be heat-
damaged insulation.

14.7.23 The smoke deposits on the fan and top section of the shaft are lighter in
colour than the smoke deposits seen in the fire-affected lobbies. Physical
evidence is required regarding soot deposition in the immediate aftermath of
the fire.

14.7.24 Figure 14.63 shows the environmental/smoke exhaust fans located in the roof
plantroom. It is noted that the fan casing is discoloured. I have not identified
if this di scolouration was caused by hot gasses inside the shaft, or previously,
due to exposure to environmental conditions. Analysis of the depositions on
the lobby vent shafts and stair vent should be undertaken to obtain physical
evidence.

14.7.25 The low amount of smoke deposition and the lighter colour of the smoke
deposition in the top of the North smoke shafts do not appear to be consistent
with the deposition within the shafts at lower levels or with the deposition of
smoke within the fire affected lobbies. It is possible that the smoke deposition
in the shafts was caused by A0Vs on more than one level being open at the
same time which would allow smoke to pass between levels, or that closed
A0Vs were damaged to the extent that smoke was able to pass from lobbies
into the shafts, but neither of these has been confirmed to date.

14.7.26 It is also possible that any light soot/smoke staining at the top of the shaft and
on the fan has been removed (for example due to weathering) between the
time of the fire in June and my inspection in November.

14.7.27 Observations of smoke deposition within the North shafts are provided in
Appendix C. These show that smoke deposition occurred within the North
shafts between Levels 6 and 11 (the highest level I was able to observe during
my inspections. I was unable to inspection above Level 11 in the time
available). Smoke deposition within the shafts on Levels 8 and 11 is shown in
Figure 14.64 (b) and (c).
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Lift Plant
Room Vents

Stair
Permanently
Open Vent

East Elevation

Lobby North Shaft Vent
- apparent smoke/heat
damage surround vent

North Elevation

Figure 14.58: Photograph of roof and rooftop weather protection for North Shaft vent
taken shortly after the fire (MET00012593)

Figure 14.59: North vent shaft outlet at time of my site visit
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Figure 14.60: Point of view of Photograph in Error! Reference source not found.
(SEA00002593)

Figure 14.61: View down North vent shaft to fan at roof level
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Figure 14.62: Photograph of lifted lid of roof top vent weather protection to north
lobby vent shaft. The dark patches (circled) on the inside of the weather protection
enclosure appear to be heat damaged material (specific material unknown).

Figure 14.63: Vent fans in thc roof plant room (North shaft)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 14.64: Pictures taken within one of the North vent shafts on (a) Levels 5. (b)
Level 8, and (c) Level 11

14.7.28 Observations of South shafts

14.7.29 Figure 14.65 shows pictures taken within one of the South vent shafts on
Levels 4 and 5. The smoke system was intended to draw smoke down this
shaft towards the smoke exhaust fans at Level 2. However, I observed no
smoke deposition apparent within this shaft.

14.7.30 This suggests that the smoke ventilation system did not draw smoke through
this shaft during the fire. However, further physical evidence regarding the
condition of the South shaft in the immediate aftermath of the fire and witness
evidence during the fire is required.

14.7.31 Figure 14.66 presents my observations of smoke depositions within the smoke
shafts on Levels 10 and 11.

14.7.32 Appendix C provides further examples of smoke deposition within the South
shafts between Levels 7 and 11 (the highest level inspected).

(a)

14-99

(b)
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Figure 14.65: Pictures taken within one of the South vent shafts at (a) Level
4 and (b) Level 5

(a) (b)

Figure 14.66: Pictures taken within one of the South smoke shafts at (a) Level
10 and (b) Level 11

14.7.33 Fans at Level 2

14.7.34 Figure 14.67 shows the smoke ventilation fans at level 2.

14.7.35 Gaps were apparent between the fan casings and the adjacent ductwork.
These gaps would normally be closed with flexible fabric connectors. In
Figure 14.67 the fabric connectors were missing during the inspection; I was
advised by the fire investigation team for the MPS, that these had been
removed after the fire. Therefore, their absence in Figure 14.67 is not
evidence of a defect.

14.7.36 The ductwork connected to the smoke exhaust fans at Level 2 shows some
smoke deposition. I am at this time unable to confirm the source of this smoke
deposition. I was unable to inspect the external vent at Level 2 which is
located on the external wall of the South elevation as it was obscured by
scaffolding at the time of my inspections.
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Figure 14.67: Smoke fans at Level 2

14.7.37 Figure 14.68 shows the environmental ventilation fan provided to the South
shafts only. As identified in the PSB Technical Submission (RBK00003775,
discussed in Appendix J) this fan was intended to be isolated from the
ventilation system when it was operating in smoke ventilation mode.

14.7.38 The environmental part of the system (and its associated unrated ductwork)
should have been separated from the smoke extract part of the system by
motorised dampers.

14.7.39 The combination of closed dampers and the airflow caused by the smoke
ventilation fans would act to prevent smoke from moving through the
environmental ventilation fan. However, the smoke contamination identified
in Figure 14.68 (circled in red), is evidence indicating that this part of the
system did not function as intended on 14th June 2017. Therefore, the system
appears to have failed to isolate the environmental system during the fire. The
specific means of failure is not known.
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Evidence of smoke
contamination

Figure 14.68: Environmental fan at Level 2

14.7.40 Evidence from the fire fighter witness statements

14.7.41 From my investigation of the firefighter witness statements, an attempt to
operate the smoke ventilation system was made. However, I have not seen
any firefighter witness statement which confirms positively that the system
was operated (either manually or automatically as it was designed to do).

14.7.42 Walton (MET00005713) witnessed that a fire fighter attempted to operate the
smoke ventilation system without success:

'As I moved to take up the Fire Sector Commander role I passed through the
lobby and encountered WM Dowden, G271 OIC and original incident
commander. I directed him to make sure the smoke extraction system was
operating using the control panel on the wall in the lobby. He went to the
panel, seemed to try and operate a touch pad on the screen and came back to
me and said something like it is not working' or 'it is not operating', I can
not be sure of the exact wording. I know my understanding was that the
system had failed and WM Dowden had tried to turn it on but it was not
responding. We then continued up to the Bridgehead to carry out the roles we
had been given."

14.7.43 Performance of the lobby and stair smoke ventilation system

14.7.44 Below is a summary of the key points presented so far:

a) There is limited evidence from my site inspection and no evidence
currently from the LFB witness statements, that the smoke
ventilation operated automatically following the initial fire on Level
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4. So from the time that the call to the LFB was made at 00:55, to
the time that the fire in Flat 16 was extinguished at approximately
01:20. (Photos of the A0Vs and smoke shafts are in Appendix C).

b) The A0Vs are intended to be open for environmental purposes, and
to shut in the event of a fire. There is evidence that there was smoke
on lobbies above level 4, and potentially before smoke entered the
Level 4 lobby: this requires further investigation. Specifically, to
understand if the system shut, and the AOV's were triggered open on
a different level above Level 4.

c) I have found no evidence in my post fire site inspection that the
smoke ventilation system operated as intended in any other lobby of
Grenfell Tower (Photos of the A0Vs and smoke shafts are in
Appendix C).

d) The system was not intended to vent smoke from the stair, as the
lobby ventilation is intended to prevent smoke entering the stair.
However, smoke was observed by fire fighters to be present within
the stair during the course of the fire, and there is evidence of smoke
having been vented from the permanent vent at the head of the stair.

e) Walton (MET00005713) witnessed that a firefighter attempted to
operate the smoke ventilation system without success.

f) I have found evidence in my post fire site inspection that smoke
penetrated the environmental ventilation system at Level 2. The
environmental system should have been automatically isolated by
automatic fire and smoke dampers during the fire therefore this is
evidence of a failure to isolate the environmental ventilation system.

There is evidence that A0Vs were open on more than one level at
the same time — when in smoke mode they are designed to operate
on a single floor only. They are only designed to open on more than
one floor when in environmental mode. Further evidence regarding
the position of A0Vs at the time of the fire is required.

h) The evidence is currently demonstrating a lack of functionality of the
smoke ventilation system. This would also then indicate a lack of
functionality in the fire alarm interface systems linking the detectors
in the lobby on each floor with the ventilation system.

i) Alternatively, it may indicate that firefighters were unable to operate
the system successfully as it required knowledge regarding the need
to reset the panel, and open up vents on another floor.

14.7.45 The operation of the smoke ventilation system on the movement and flow of
air and Smoke in the stair of Grenfell Tower and lobbies requires specific
Expert investigation.
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14.7.46 The following information has not been provided to me, and this information
is particularly relevant to finalising my opinion on the smoke ventilation
systems, and other interfaces provided at Grenfell Tower:

a) Copy of the application programme for Smoke Control System
Programmable Controller

b) Fire alarm log showing Activations, Disablements, and Faults;

c) Fire alarm cause and effect programme; and

d) Copy of the BMS (Building Management System) application
programme.

e) Detailed and early stage post-fire site inspections of the position of
the A0Vs, smoke staining of blades of A0Vs and smoke staining
within North and South ventilation shafts.

14.8 The tire-fighting main

14.8.1 As described in Section 16 and Appendix H, the function of the fire main is to
provide a means of conveying water from the fire brigade access level to the
fire floor for firefighting operations.

14.8.2 The fire main was located in the lobbies on all levels in Grenfell Tower. On
Levels 04-23 it was located 6m from the stair door, and directly outside Flat
3, in a relatively restricted branch off the protected lobby.

14.8.3 Evidence from the post fire site inspection

14.8.4 During my site inspection I observed a fire main outlet at every level of
Grenfell Tower, I have included photographs of a number of levels as an
example in Figure 14.69; please refer to Appendix C for further details.

14.8.5 It is not possible to identify from these post-fire inspections which fire main
outlets were used during the fire.

14.8.6 The only evidence of hose connection to the fire main I found during my post
fire inspection was on Level 14 (see Figure 14.70). It is not possible to
determine at what time this was connected or if the hose was used on 14 June
2017.

14.8.7 The damage that I have surveyed in the Grenfell Tower at Level 4 and above
provides evidence that, regardless of any fire-fighting undertaken, suppression
of the internal fires was not achieved.
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a) Ground Level inlet

c) Level 2 Outlet

e) Level 4 outlet

Figure 14.69: Example photos of the dry fire main

14-105

b) Level 1 Outlet

d) Level 3 Outlet

f) Level 9 outlet
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Figure 14.70 Hose connected to the fire main outlet on Level 14 of Grenfell Tower

14.8.8 Evidence from the fire fighter witness statements

14.8.9 As I have shown in Section 13, there was external firefighting water, meaning
that water was available at the site.

14.8.10 I have shown in the preceding sections that a fire main outlet was provided on
every floor of Grenfell Tower. This fire main outlet was located in the
Southwest corner of each lobby, immediately adjacent to the entry door to one
of the flats (Figure 14.71).

14.8.11 As I have explained earlier in this section, fires adjacent to flat entrance doors
in this location caused venting of fire and smoke into the lobby, resulting in
severe damage. I observed this damage on site and there is also support for
this in the fire fighter witness statements.
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Figure 14.71 position of fire main relative to stair door on Levels 04 - 23

14.8.12 Fire fighters were unable to locate the fire main on floors in which the lobbies
were already full of smoke lVfET00008019, MET00010759

14.8.13 Goulboume MET00010759

II-

E:

but dissipated. I have provided a sketch to illustrate the floor layout which I exhibit as PAG/3.

This shows the position of the risers and explains why we weren't able to access them on many floors.

Where all the flats were ablaze it just was not possible to gain access to them which is why we could not

get hoses attached.

14.8.14 Eden MET00008019 - 20th floor

I asked Tom if he knew where the dry riser was and he said that he had been told that if you stayed with

the wall on the left, when we go in, it would be found. I started following the left wall and almost

immediately went back round on myself before coming to a door. I couldn't see anything so had to feel
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my way around. I felt a door handle and said to Tom that there was a door and we would come back to it.

Distance is hard to tell when you can't see, but I think I we took a few more strides before coming to

another door on the left. I was thinking that the dry riser must be here somewhere and I was searching the

whole wall up and down - down to the ground and up as high as I could reach, but I couldn't find it. I said

to Tom that I couldn't find it and asked if knew exactly where it was. He said that he was told to stay on

the left and we'll find it. I had walked back towards him a little bit to talk to him as sound doesn't travel

very well in a smoky environment and it was hard to hear each other. We carried on a bit further and

came to a third door and then there was a wall at the end, which went round to the right. As we turned

round to the right again, I then felt the dry riser in its box, which was in front of me. I bent down and got

up close to it, turned my torch on and saw that it was locked. I shouted to Tom that I had found it and told

him to get the branch so I could smash the glass. I queried with Tom about why the dry riser wasn't out in

the hall or in a protected area where it ideally should be and thought how crap it was, where it was placed.

The placement of the dry riser in the lobby was a risk to fire fighters as if there had been a fire in the

lobby area, we wouldn't have had any water to get in there safely. I would expect it to be in a protected

stairwell or behind fire doors but assume that it was where it was because Grenfell was built before the

change in fire regulations. I then turned the dry riser on to see if any water came out, which it did and I

14.8.15 Goulbourne MET00010759

We were still using the outlet risers on floors 3 and 4 so we used extension hoses to allow the fire to be

fought higher up. This allowed the hoses up as far as floor 7/8. This mean that everything was protected

up to the 6th floor but I wanted to get another extended jet: We couldn't achieve this however because the

whole of the outside of the building was alight, debris was falling and it was impossible to get a crew in

to achieve it.

14.8.16 Performance of the firefighting main

14.8.17 The following witness statements indicate that the dry main operated in the
lower portions of the building during the early stages of the fire.

14.8.18 Before 02:00 there is evidence of the dry rising main being used successfully
up to Level 9.

14.8.19 Batterbee reports being able to operate the dry main successfully on the 4th
floor when committing to the initial fire in Flat 16 (MET00005677).

14.8.20 Batterbee MET00005677:

Once on the fourth floor we met with FF Dorgu and CM Secrett, visibility was very good. I checked

the door with the thermal imaging camera, whilst I cant remember the temperature, I can confirm

that I didn't identify it as being hot. We then started flaking the hose out according to the floor

layout whilst waiting for water on. Once the line was charged I had another look with the TIC,
again, I didn't notice any readings that would concern me. I then carried out a wet test on the door
there was no steaming off.

We then set our positions and made entry. I was on the branch and FF Brown put the door in with

one hit of the enforcer. He then got straight down behind me with the TIC. I put a long pulse in and

didn't notice any adverse effects. It was a warm night and I was getting warmer because of the
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14.8.21 Batterbee MET00005677

I started to extinguish fire and knocked it right out, I then aimed the jet out of the window and used
it to draw the smoke out, this worked well and we could then see clearly and it was cool enough for

us to stand up. We took and quick gauge reading and I handed the branch to FF Brown so I could
get a message to Alpha control to update them. We then noticed that there was flame outside the
window above room we were in. FF Brown started hitting it with the jet and it was having no effect
. . . . . . . . . .

14.8.22 Nelson (MET00007785) also reported "no difficulty with water pressure" on
the 9th floor at approximately 01:50:

On floor nine (9) I believe there to be three (3) or four (4) flats in total. Following the residents leaving

via the stairwell we then began knocking on other doors. I saw smoke coming from the door of Flat sixty

six (66). The door was then forced by colleagues and I had the ̀ branch' meaning the leading person with

the hose, so led the way into the flat with the hose which had been attached by another colleague. The

hose was approximately twenty five (25) meters long and I did not notice any difficulty in water pressure.

I progressed into the flat but it was already significantly consumed by fire. I let out safety shots of water

in order to attempt to cool the air down around us to try and enable us to proceed. This was not making

14.8.23 At 02:00 Eden (MET00008019) was able to connect to the fire main on Level
20, however the water pressure and flow was not forceful and insufficient to
open the hose.

14.8.24 Eden MET00008019

change in fire regulations. I then turned the dry riser on to see if any water came out, which it did and I

then attached the hose. Tom took the other end of the hose and started to unroll it and put the branch in

the end. I turned the water back on and could feel the hose filling up but Tom said there was no water. We

didn't have a lot of room to throw it out so had to pass it out by hand and it now obviously had a kink in

it. The water pressure would normally open up the hose, but it wasn't very forcefill so we had to fiddle

around with it until the kinks were straightened and water started to come out of it and it was knocked off.

14.8.25 Between 02:00 and 05:00 fire crews are reported in the decision log of AC
Roe (MET00005404, excerpt below) as being present on floors up to Level
12:

MM: resources update — currently using 20x EDBA & 15 5DBA per hour. EDBA on 11'h and 12 floors
SDBA on 6. and 7. floors.
PPV — Nic Harding. 7d & 8e floor ALP may not be achievable.
CU staff report building plans should be in fire box in lobby.

14.8.26 With the information currently available, I have not been able to confirm
which, if any, of these crews may have been operating, or trying to operate
hoses from the dry rising main.

14.8.27 In the later stages of the fire, when there were systematic firefighting
operations on multiple floors and multiple hoses were in operation at any one
time, water flow and pressure was described as limiting firefighting
operations.
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14.8.28 Specifically, Roe (MET00005404) identifies that there was no water above
Level 14 at 05:50. Therefore access to levels above 12 was suspended at
06:10.

14.8.29 Roe MET000005404:

05:50
Tom Goodall: Wet riser is poor and supply is being augmented LPP from 6th floor. Crews committed
with limited weight of attack and crews above fire close to life risk.

05:50
Tactical Coordination Meeting — Sit rep. LFB — No change. Crews up to 14th floor. Dangers for our
crews. No water — there may be a decision to not commit above le due to risk.

Andy Roe: Decision @06:10 No ops crews beyond 12th floor. Availability of water and advice from
sector. No water above and confirmed not cleared yet.

14.8.30 It should be noted that LPP is a lightweight portable pump.

14.8.31 Access above Level 12 was permitted after 07:08 when additional water
supplies had been secured.

07:08
Andy Roe — spoken with Ops Commander & Sector Commanders. Improved water supply achieved
with intention of improving on initial target of beyond 121h floor.

14.8.32 Goulboume (MET00010759) and Graham (MET00005257) identify that
additional water supplies were provided in the form of lightweight pump sets
and additional hose lines laid in the stair.

14.8.33 Goulboume (MET00010759)

At some point we managed to get hoses attached to the risers on floor 9 and so the EDBA crews were

firefighting on those floors. In addition we had managed to get a further two hoses into the building and

up the stairwell via a lightweight pump at the front and a pump at the back. The fire on floor II was

fierce, horrific.

14.8.34 Graham MET00005257

Additional problems with hose build up in upper floors restricting access past the .12" and of course the

severiv of the conditionsfrom thefire all impeded progress. wit one point I ordered all Personnel down to the
bridge head and completely relayed and removed the old hose .I then had a single length and branch on floors 6

to 12 to control fires on each of thosefloors and instructed that under no circumstance were those hose lines to

enter the staircases. We ran a new line up the stairs and bought in an additional light weight pump and had it

placed on an upper floor to allow increased water pressure and ran that length to reach passed the 18'floor.

14.8.35 Additionally, George stated that water supplies above the 11th floor at
approximately 13:00 were being limited by the tender pump operation,
requiring the tender pump operating pressure to be increased.

14.8.36 Ogden (MET00007657) reported around 16:00 the water was switched off "in
order to re map the hoses in to the building for a more efficient way to fight
the fires that were still in progress".
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14.8.37 Figure 14.72 summarises the levels on which successful or unsuccessful fire
main operation was recorded over the course of the 14 June 2017. It also
illustrates the recorded level of the Bridgehead (Section 14.4.88) at that time.

14.8.38 Figure 14.72 also illustrates that crews were attempting to operate the fire
main up to 18 stories above the Bridgehead location. This is significantly
greater than the typical 2 stories I described in Section 14.2.
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Reported at: Reported at:

7:30 13:25

Figure 14.72 Evidence related to dry main operation during 14 June 2017 relative to
the Bridgehead location (SEA00009461)

14.8.39 Therefore, the evidence I have seen indicates:

a) The fire fighters had difficulty finding the dry fire main due to its position
in the lobby at the most remote point from the stair and the lack of
visibility and heat in the lobbies (MET00008019, MET00010759).

b) Firefighting water flow pressure was available prior to 02:00 as high as
Level 09. At around the same time insufficient water flow and pressure
was available to crews who had reached the higher levels of the building
(Level 20) (MET00005677, MET00007785, MET00008019).

c) At a later stage of the fire, when there is evidence of hoses being used on
multiple floors simultaneously, there was insufficient pressure to provide
water above levels 12 — 14. Lightweight portable pumps were used to
'augment' the supply of water to the upper levels' (MET000005404).
Eventually water is described as being supplied to At least Level 15
(MET00005257).
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14.9 The fire-fighting lifts

14.9.1 Evidence from the post fire site inspection

14.9.2 During my site inspection, I observed a fire-fighting switch for the lifts at
ground floor level and at Level 2 (

14.9.3 Figure 14.73).

14.9.4 I also observed the lift car of one lift to be located at Level 10 (also

14.9.5 Figure 14.73). At this time, I have found no evidence to indicate that only
one lift was intended to operate as a fire lift, therefore in my investigation I
currently consider both lifts to have been intended as fire lifts. When further
evidence regarding the design, installation and maintenance of the lifts I may
be required to revise this assumption.
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Figure 14.73 Site inspections findings with respect to the position of the lift cars in
Grenfell Tower. (SEA00009461)

14.9.6 Evidence from fire fighter witness statements

14.9.7 In his witness statement, CM Secrett (MET00005384) describes how he tried
to activate the lift using the firefighter switch in the ground level lobby,
however this did not recall the lift to Ground or alter its controls to firefighter
mode as it should have been programmed. Therefore, the crew that arrived to
fight the initial fire in Flat 16 called the lift normally and used it to access the
initial Bridgehead location at Level 2.
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14.9.8 In accordance with normal tactics, firefighters use lifts to access the
firefighting Bridgehead 2 storeys below the fire floor. This permits
firefighters to rapidly pass up the building with their equipment without
exerting themselves excessively or using up their breathing apparatus air
supply.

14.9.9 It is against the high rise firefighting tactics for fire fighters to use a lift to
access a floor where fire is known to be. This is because of the dangers of fire
fighters exiting a lift into a lobby where fire or hot smoke may be present.

14.9.10 The only other evidence I have read of LFB using the lift was by firefighter
Badillo (MET00010080) using the normal lift controls to access Level 15 at
approximately 01:15.

14.9.11 Evidence from CCTV footage and fire fighters

14.9.12 CCTV footage (MET00012593), replicated in the following figures, identifies
that residents were using both lifts to exit the building until at least 01:26. The
specific CCTV stills in (MET00012593) do not include images of LFB using
the lift. In MET00005348, Badillo explains that they exited Grenfell Tower
just as pumps made 20 (so at 01:31). Badillo tried to get to level 20 in the lift
but got stuck at level 15 where he observed a lot of smoke, causing him to
walk down the stairs.

14.9.13 The Fire Action Notices observed to be adjacent to lift controls instructs
occupants not to use the lift in the event of a fire (Figure 14.78).

14.9.14 The footage at 01:26 (Figure 14.76) also indicates significant amounts of
smoke exiting one lift car as the residents exit the lift at ground floor.

14.9.15 Shortly after this time, at 01:38, CCTV footage indicates heavy smoke
logging within that lift car.

14.9.16 At some time during the fire, the lift moves to Level 10 where it appears to
have been disabled by the fire.
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Figure 14.74: CCTV footage from inside the lift before the fire (MET00012593)

Figure 14.75: Residents using the smoke logged lift at 00:58 (MET00012593)
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Figure 14.76: Residents escaping using the lift at 01:26 (Ground) (MET00012593)
Smoke leaking from lift doors circled in red

Figure 14.77: Conditions inside the lift at 01:37 (MET00012593)
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Figure 14.78: Fire Action Notice on Level 3

14.9.17 Performance of the lift

14.9.18 The lift installed in Grenfell Tower did not operate as a fire-fighting lift in
that:

a) It failed to return to ground when LFB operated the fire fighter's override
switch.

b) It remained in general operation and was used by residents for evacuation.
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c) Both of the lift cars were observed during my post fire site inspection to
be located at the 10th floor. I have found no explanation in the fire fighter
witness statements or LFB command logs to explain the position of the lift
in the post fire inspection.

14.9.19 As I will set out in Section 19, the failure of the lift to operate as a firefighting
lift meant that:

a) LFB was unable to take direct control of the lift, as required by their
firefighting tactics.

b) Residents were able to use the lift, even though smoke had contaminated
the car and shaft.

c) The continued function of the lift causes me to consider that it was not
interfaced with the detection system provided to the lobby on each floor.

d) Or alternatively that any such manual fireman's switch interface that was
provided did not function as intended.

e) The apparent absence of a functioning lobby smoke ventilation system,
coupled with the lift, is a critical method to exercise rescue. I want to
investigate the apparent failure of the lift and the smoke ventilation system
in greater depth, in my next Report.
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